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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At almost 80 million people, the Millennial generation will have a growing impact on many aspects
of society, including current and future transportation needs. Research (conducted largely in urban
areas) suggests that this generation has different lifestyle trends than previous generations, which
has created a need to re-evaluate transportation policy and planning.
The objective of this project is to understand whether Millennials in small urban and rural
communities have the same mobility mindset as those in large cities. Data was collected from
survey respondents living in both urban and rural areas from multiple generations in Minnesota,
Montana, Washington and Wisconsin.
The results indicate that there were clear differences between urban and rural Millennials with
respect to educational attainment, student loans, income, use of technology and their expectation
for moving. These differences imply that alternative options for transportation may not be as
viable in rural areas as compared with urban areas. However, the fact that rural Millennial survey
respondents reported households with zero vehicles across all area types and that rural Generation
X survey respondents had a higher percentage reporting that they preferred a bicycle to travel to
school than their urban counterparts suggests that there are opportunities to provide alternatives
that people will make use of in rural environments. Furthermore, with a higher number of
households in rural areas reporting an annual income of less than $20,000, which likely limits their
transportation options, there is clearly a need to consider how to allow these households to access
healthcare, education and employment.

CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Popular media portrays the Millennial generation in two ways. On the one hand, Millennials are
lauded as the generation that can potentially “save us from ourselves,” particularly considering
their reported interest in alternative and sustainable transportation modes. On the other hand,
Millennials are often portrayed as lazy and obsessed with technology. Recent, rigorous studies
have begun to consider a broader view of Millennials, and the results seem to paint a different
picture, which can be characterized as either good or bad, depending on one’s viewpoint.
Millennials, also called Generation Y, are typically described as those born from 1983 to 2000.
However, the birth years identified for the Millennial generation vary by source, as discussed by
Rive et al. (1). While Table 1 presents age ranges that do not directly overlap with those used for
this study (e.g., Millennials would be born between 1978 and 1995, according to Table 1) it
provides the reader with an understanding of the size of this generational cohort in the United
States (U.S.) population as compared with other generations.
Table 1: 2010 Share of U.S. Population by Generation (2)
Age in 2010 (Years)

Share of U.S. Population (%)

Generation

81+

3.3

Silent Generation

65-80

9.7

Depression and War Babies

46-64

24.6

Baby Boomers

33-45

17.2

Generation X/Gen X

15-32

25.0

Generation Y/Millennials/Gen Y

<15

20.1

Generation Next

As shown in Table 1, 2010 was the first year in which Millennials represented a larger proportion
of the population than the Baby Boomer generation. Millennials account for approximately 80
million people in the U.S. (2). The researchers should note that more recently, sources like the
Pew Research Center have defined the Millennials as being between 18 and 34 in 2015, thereby
numbering 75.4 million people in the U.S. (Note: This sources also identifies the generations as,
youngest to oldest: Millennials, Gen X, Boomer and Silent. It uses “The Greatest Generation” for
what this report calls the “Silent Generation,” and instead uses “The Silent Generation” for what
this report calls the “Depression & War Babies” generation. This reference is from April 2016 (3).)
For this study, generational divisions are defined as follows:
1) Silent Generation: born 1929 and earlier
2) Depression and War Babies: 1930 to 1945
3) Baby Boomers: 1946 to 1964
4) Generation X (Gen X): 1965 to 1982
5) Generation Y/Millennials (Gen Y): 1983 to 2000
1

6) Generation Z/Generation Next: 2001 to the present.
The beginning and end date of a generation may vary slightly depending on the source.
Furthermore, characteristics associated with each generation may not be true for every person
within a defined generation, as generational cohorts are an average (4). Consequently, there are
likely individuals within each generational category, typically those at the beginning or end of a
generation, who do not follow all of the characteristics associated with that generation.
At 80 million people, the Millennial generation will have a growing impact on many aspects of
society, including current and future transportation needs (5). Research thus far suggests that this
generation has significantly different lifestyle trends than previous generations, which has created
a need to re-evaluate transportation policy and planning. Some of the notable characteristics
attributed to Millennials that reportedly differ from other generations include: they are 1) marrying
and starting families later, 2) obtaining higher levels of education, and 3) prefer urbanized areas.
Several recent studies have been conducted in urban areas that specifically focus on transportation
preferences and trends of Millennials ( (6), (7), (8)). These studies show that Millennials are:
1) Driving less than any previous generation,
2) Most likely to live in urban and walkable neighborhoods, and
3) More open to non-driving forms of transportation.
While the recession may play a part in the new travel behavior of this generation, other factors
also have an influence, such as the reduced prevalence of licensed drivers; interest and adoption
of other modes of transportation; and a high dependence on mobile, internet-connected
technologies (e.g., online shopping, social media). In addition, this generation had a “relative
propensity for urban lifestyle components” (i.e., choosing the travel mode that best fits the trip
type, heightened environmental awareness) (6) regardless of whether its members live in cities or
suburbs. Many of these findings support six livability principles that are gaining growing
acceptance and use among planning agencies. These principles work together to design and
implement transportation, housing, and commercial development that gives people access to
affordable and sustainable transportation (9). These six principles include:
1) Provide more transportation choices
2) Expand location and energy efficient housing choices
3) Improve economic competitiveness of neighborhoods
4) Target federal funding toward existing communities
5) Align federal policies and funding
6) Enhance the unique characteristics of all communities
While there is now a better understanding of Millennial transportation needs and preferences in
urban areas, no studies have been done in rural and small urban areas. Therefore, it has not been
established whether the same preferences and viewpoints exist for Millennials living in these
communities. Rural and small urban areas have a strong interest in attracting and retaining this
generation as residents as doing so is intrinsically tied to their economic well-being.
There are significant demographic, transportation and lifestyle differences between urban areas
and small urban/rural areas, including population density, transportation infrastructure, and
technology infrastructure (e.g., cell phone reception). Hence, the purpose of this research is to
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conduct a study to identify Millennial lifestyle trends and transportation needs in small urban/rural
areas, and how they compare to what is available in these locations.
1.2 Project Overview
The primary objective of this project is to understand whether Millennials in small urban and rural
communities (small urban ranges from 50,000 to 200,000 people; rural cities and towns have less
than 50,000) have the same mobility mindset as those in large cities.
Data was collected from survey respondents living in both urban and rural areas from multiple
generations across four states: Minnesota, Montana, Washington and Wisconsin. However, the
focus is on Millennials in small urban and rural areas.
The project report is organized as follows:
•

Literature Review

•

Methodology

•

Data Collection

•

Results

•

Conclusions

•

Future Work
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CHAPTER 2:
LITERATURE REVIEW
For this task, the research team conducted an in-depth search and review of literature and other
available information pertaining to Millennial transportation needs and preferences. Since many
previous studies of the Millennial mobility mindset have focused on urban and suburban areas, the
objective of this study was to provide an understanding of small urban and rural considerations.
However, given the limited availability of research focused on small urban and rural
considerations, this literature review also includes discussion of findings from studies in urban
areas.
The research approach employed a comprehensive literature search through sources such as, but
not limited to, the Transportation Research Information Service (TRIS), Google Scholar, the
Montana State University Library, SCIFinder Scholar, and other databases. The following sections
summarize and discuss the literature identified by this effort. With the exception of the section
specifically devoted to reviewing international literature, all of the literature discuses findings
related to Millennials in the U.S.
This chapter is organized into three sections:
• Section 2.1 discusses how Millennials are portrayed in popular culture via newspaper
articles as this is how Millennials tend to be characterized. Only some of these articles
clearly identify that they are based on larger reports that summarize studies on Millennials.
It is unclear where the others draw their conclusions about Millennials from.
• Section 2.2 presents information found in journal articles and reports. It is subdivided into:
• International Understanding;
• Mode Choice;
• Vehicle Miles Traveled;
• Behavioral, Economic, and Demographic Factors;
• Location Choice; and
• Technology Preferences.
• Section 2.3 presents a model developed by the researchers using 2009 National Household
Travel Survey (NHTS) data focusing on rural environments.
2.1 Millennials in Popular Culture
Many aspects of Millennials have been discussed in popular culture. This section summarizes
blogs and online articles about Millennials. It seems only fitting that such media are discussed
considering that Millennials are known to be technologically savvy (see the last section for further
discussion). Some of these articles are based on rigorous research studies. It is of particular
interest to note that research study outcomes (discussed in the subsequent section) do not always
align with what is presented in popular culture.
The Millennial generation has a much more flexible concept of mobility and takes the time to
choose the practical option for each trip. According to an American Public Transportation
Association (APTA) study Millennials and Mobility, 70% of Millennials use multiple travel
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options several times or more per week (10). The study identifies many factors like convenience,
saving money, exercise, the ability to socialize online, protecting the environment, and feeling
connected to the community as influencing the choice to use public transportation.
It has been suggested that America’s love affair with the automobile is slowly waning. Up until
2004, the number of miles driven per licensed driver had increased every year, but then the driving
boom started to decline (11). Millennials were found to drive 23% fewer miles on average in 2009
than in 2001 (12). Millennials are more open to alternative forms of transportation. As Danny
Katz, Director of the Colorado Public Interest Research Group says, “The driving boom is over”
(12). Less than 15% of Millennials would describe themselves as “car enthusiasts,” preferring to
take advantage of new technology (i.e. upgrading their cell phone) instead of purchasing a new
vehicle (12). Yet, in 2015, the FHWA reported that in 2015, vehicle miles traveled surpassed that
in 2007 (13).
The automobile is no longer viewed as a rite of passage. Only 31% of 16 year olds and 49% of 17
year olds held a driver’s license in 2008 (14). This trend could be due to increasing restrictions
and graduated licensing programs, but the trend is also found among 21-30 year olds. The number
of automobile miles driven by 21-30 year olds in the U.S. fell 13.7% in 2009, according to the
2009 FHWA National Household Travel Survey (14). These numbers are expected to decline over
the next 20-30 years (11). Planners and policy makers may want to focus on public transportation
systems in order to meet the demands of the younger generations.
Millennials are increasingly more urban. According to a Nielsen study conducted in 2014, 62% of
Millennials prefer to live in “mixed-use” communities that are found in urban areas and 40% say
they would like to live in an urban area in the future (15). These communities (also called “new
urbanism” communities) offer a mix of housing and businesses, but also transportation options
especially bicycling and walking. Many cities like Miami, Memphis, San Antonio, Portland, and
Jersey City are adopting these trends in order to attract and retain Millennials (15). Millennials
want to live in areas with a sense of community, areas that are authentic. Places like Austin, Texas
have a great appeal with its unique art scene and urban convenience. The concentration of
Millennials in Austin is 1.2 times higher than the national average (16).
Transportation options may be one reason Millennials flock to urban areas. A Rockefeller
Foundation study conducted in conjunction with Transportation for America in 2014 found that
54% of Millennials would be willing to move to a city with better transportation options, and 66%
of Millennials place transportation options in their top three concerns when evaluating a place to
live (16). When looking for places to live, ads for housing or apartments highlight locations near
transit stops (17). In places where public transportation is expanding, so is housing. In Washington,
DC, the Metro Green line was completed in 1999. The area around the Green line has seen a 33%
growth in population due to 18-24 year olds and more than 5000 multifamily homes that were
added to the area in the decade after the Green line was completed (18). James Corless, with
Transportation for America, states that walkable neighborhoods with access to many services and
public transportation are the “key to economic success of the area” (19).
Bob Poole, with the Reason Foundation, argues that Millennials are not losing interest in the
automobile but that this is an effect of the recession (20). Millennials have been hit hard by the
economy, and when considering the trends for the previous generation (Generation X) the outlook
for Millennials is not very promising. Although 82% of Generation X members are earning more
than their parents, many are still in debt from student loans and cannot save to invest in themselves
5

or their children (21). Carrying this debt has an effect on choices to get married and start a family,
buying a house, and saving for retirement. As Millennials take on even more debt to obtain a
higher level of education, similar economic woes are expected to persist.
Paul Taylor of the National Automobile Dealers Association also blames the economy for the
decrease in driving and licensing. According to a 2010 Pew Research Center report, 37% of young
adults were out of work or underemployed (20). (Note: Underemployed is not being able to find
a job that fits the level of education or skill-set that one has.) Employment status affects young
adults in many ways: more and more young adults are living with their parents or with multiple
roommates, have not bought a house, and are delaying starting a family. Sixty-six percent of
Millennials are renters, and are living with roommates or family (15). Unemployment has led
younger consumers to drive less. It is believed by Paul Taylor that as the economy picks up that
some automobile trends will reverse. According to APTA, 46% of transit users say that saving
money is the main reason they use transit (22). Some transit users reported having saved in excess
of $9,000 per year (23). The U.S. Volpe Center looked at reductions in driving as compared with
the increases in transit use, and transit use only accounts for about 1% of the decrease in automobile
travel. Bicycling and walking only account for a few percent more of this decrease (20). It is
believed that when many Millennials start to enter the workforce they will want the freedom of
owning a personal vehicle.
Is technology to blame for the decline of the automobile? The Millennial generation has taken to
the smartphone with full force. APTA anticipates that future features of transit will include things
like smartphone charging stations, fare collection via smartphone, WiFi and 4G/3G access, and
improved pedestrian access to transit (10). 40% of Millennials state that being able to multitask on
public transit is the reason they favor it (23).
As technology has advanced, so has the workforce. The internet and mobile phones have made
telecommuting increasingly common, reducing work related trips as commuting is no longer
necessary. Many companies are looking to telecommuting to attract and retain employees. A 2008
survey by Cisco Systems found that telecommuting gives employees a significant increase in
work-life flexibility, and they have an overall increase in job satisfaction and productivity. At
Cisco the average employee telecommutes two times per week (24), and 69% of respondents cited
higher productivity while working remotely and did not suffer from communication issues (24).
80% of respondents stated they had an improved quality of live thanks to telecommuting (24). In
addition to the positive effects on the employee, telecommuting also helps many companies to
reduce costs and lower carbon emissions. In a 2009 study, Cisco employees reported an annual
fuel savings of $10.3 million due to telecommuting (24). However, in 2010, Paul Taylor with the
National Automobile Dealers Association stated that while telecommuting is growing, it is not
growing as fast as predicted (14).
A variety of factors have led Millennials to drive less: economic hardship, environmental concerns,
and an increasing preference to remain connected to the internet. The question remains whether
these trends will hold steady or if transportation needs will continue to change. APTA President
and CEO Michael Melaniphy believes that “this generation wants the pragmatic benefits of having
multiple ways to get around. The solution is investment in a long-term transportation bill that
includes strong investments in a variety of modes including public transportation” (10).
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2.2 Reports and Journal Articles on Millennials
This section focuses on research findings drawn from journal articles and reports.
2.2.1 International Understanding
In industrialized countries (i.e. the United Kingdom, Sweden, Norway, South Korea, Japan, and
Australia), there has been a decrease in Millennials who obtain a driver’s license, own a car, and
in vehicle miles traveled (25). These findings were documented in studies from individual
countries, as well as multi-country studies.
2.2.1.1 Findings Across Industrialized Nations
In 2013, the Institute of Mobility Research (IMR) in Munich, Germany conducted a study of the
mobility choices of Millennials in Germany, France, Great Britain, Norway, Japan, and the United
States (7). This study looked at data on licensing, car availability, and travel distances in each of
the study countries. In addition, the countries of Germany and Great Britain were used as case
studies.
Basic data trends found that license-holding has decreased among Millennials in Great Britain, the
U.S., and Japan. For Great Britain and the U.S., these changes could reflect the increase in
difficulty of obtaining a license. License-holding has stagnated in general among all of the study
countries. The average annual distance traveled by personal vehicle has decreased in Germany,
France, Great Britain, Norway, Japan, and the United States. Lower automobile use was more
pronounced among men than women.
There are many possible reasons for these changes in mobility. There are a number of overall
changing socio-economic factors, such as an:
• Increase in the number of young adults receiving a higher level of education,
• Increase in the number of young adults delaying their entry into the full-time
workforce,
• Increase in the number of young adults who delay starting a family, and
• Increasingly urban population.
All of these changes contribute to young adults who are less likely to own or use a personal vehicle
(7). More transportation policies are aimed at shifting transportation from personal vehicle use and
encouraging alternative transportation in urban areas. Recently the increase of smart phone and
other mobile device usage has had an impact on travel choice, as most Millennials wish to remain
connected to the internet while traveling. The following subsections discuss the findings of the
case studies.
Germany Case Study
As shown in Table 2, Millennials make up 20% of the German population (7). As discussed in the
Introduction, this is less than the percentage found in the U.S., and the total number of Millennials
7

is less than one quarter of that in the U.S. IMR conducted an analysis of people between the ages
of 18-34 by using data ranging from 1997 to 1999 to obtain a representation of 1998, and data
ranging from 2007 to 2009 to obtain a representation of 2008 (i.e. comparing Generation X when
they were between the ages of 18 to 34 to the Millennial generation when they were between the
ages of 18 to 34). As the analysis used by IMR took data at an aggregated level, it is difficult to
comment on how modifications to the transit system (e.g., increased service and accessibility) may
or may not have contributed to the findings. Important changes in this age group include a
doubling of mileage traveled by public transportation and an overall increase in alternative
transportation (e.g. bicycling, walking) usage. Table 2 compares the trends of young adults in
Germany at these two points in time.
Table 2: Overview of relevant recent trends among young adults and their mobility in
Germany (7)
Statistic
1998
2008
Relative change
Persons aged 18 to 34
Number of persons
19.0 million 16.5 million
↓ -13%
Percentage of the German population
23%
20%
↓ -13%
Young households (no person older than 34)
Number of young households
7.1 million
6.3 million
↓ -11%
Percentage of young households among all
19%
16%
↓ -16%
households
Cars
Cars registered to 18- to 34- year olds
9.7 million
5.4 million
↓ -44%
Cars in use by young households
6.8 million
5.6 million
↓ -17%
Young households by car ownership
No car
20%
28%
↑ +39%
One car
63%
55%
↓ -13%
Two or more cars
16%
17%
↑ +3%
Weekly per-capita distance travelled by 18- to 34-year olds, by mode
Car
287 km
220 km
↓ -23%
(178 mi)
(140 mi)
Public transport
52 km
100 km
↑ +92%
(32 mi)
(60 mi)
Non-motorized modes
12 km
16 km
↑ +33%
(7.5 mi)
(9.9 mi)
Much like the trends found in the multi-country study of Millennials, transportation choice factors
that may have contributed to the decrease in car ownership in Germany include: 1) an increase in
individuals with a higher level of education, 2) a delay in entering the full time workforce, and 3)
a delay in starting a family. Young adults in Germany saw a decrease in miles traveled commuting
to work (fell from 105 km (65.2 mi) per week in 1999 to 97 km (60.3 mi) per week in 2007) (7).
In particular, the decrease in vehicle miles traveled can be explained by Millennials becoming
much more multi-modal near the end of the 2000s (see increase in public transport and nonmotorized modes as compared with decrease in car usage in Table 2).
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Case Study – Great Britain
Great Britain has an aging population, and the percentage of young adults has decreased. When
comparing Great Britain’s representation of persons aged 18 to 34 to that of Germany’s, there are
fewer young people (13.3 million as compared with 16.5 million); however, they represent a
slightly larger percentage of the total population (22% as compared with 20%). The percentage is
more comparable to that in the U.S., although the actual number of Millennials in Great Britain is
just under 17% the number of Millennials in the U.S. IMR conducted an analysis for Great Britain
similar to that for Germany. Table 3 compares the trends of young adults in Great Britain at these
two points in time (i.e. comparing Generation X with the Millennial generation).

Table 3: Overview of relevant recent trends among young adults and their mobility in
Great Britain (7)
Statistic
1998
2008
Relative change
Persons aged 18 to 34
Number of persons
13.4 million 13.3 million
↓ -1%
Percentage of the British population
24%
22%
↓ -6%
Young households (no person older than 34)
Number of young households
4.8 million
4.2 million
↓ -12%
Percentage of young households among all
20%
17%
↓ -16%
households
Cars
Cars registered to 18- to 34- year olds
7.6 million
6.7 million
↓ -11%
Cars in use by young households
4.8 million
3.8 million
↓ -21%
Young households by car ownership
No car
28%
34%
↑ +21%
One car
49%
41%
↓ -17%
Two or more cars
23%
25%
↑ +10%
Weekly per-capita distance travelled by 18- to 34-year olds, by mode
Car
222 km
171 km
↓ -23%
(138 mi)
(106 mi)
Public transport
39 km
47 km
↑ +22%
(24 mi)
(29 mi)
Non-motorized modes
8 km
9 km
↑ +6%
(5 mi)
(6 mi)

While there has been an increase in the use of alternative transportation, it is not as significant as
in Germany (compare Table 3 to Table 2, 92% increase in public transportation use in Germany
compared with only a 22% increase in Great Britain; 33% increase in non-motorized use in
Germany compared with only a 6% increase in Great Britain). A decrease in the number of miles
driven by private car has been especially prominent among the urban population. Changing socioeconomic factors have played an important role in mobility in Great Britain. The cost of home
ownership and auto insurance has risen dramatically, leading to more young adults living in rentals
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or staying home with their parents. All of these factors lead to decreased automobile ownership
(7).
The IMR study has shown that Millennials have decreased access to cars and have decreased the
mileage driven. These trends are particularly prevalent in urban areas. As highlighted throughout
the overall findings and those from the case studies, the reasons for the decrease in automobile
usage can be explained by many socio-economic factors such as: 1) urbanization, 2) an increase
in the pursuit of higher education, 3) a delay in entering the workforce, 4) a delay in starting a
family, and 5) economic factors that affect the living situation (increasing rental costs and staying
at home with one’s parents). These trends suggest that the Millennial generation will become more
multi-modal, but more research will be needed to understand how these socio-economic factors
are affecting Millennial mobility.
2.2.1.2 Studies Specific to Germany
A study by Kuhnimhof et al. (26) in 2012 utilized data from three surveys conducted in Germany:
one by the German Mobility Panel, and two German Income and Expenditure Surveys (in 1998
and 2008). The first survey is a panel survey. The other two are cross-sectional surveys. The
authors expressed some concern over the results of the first survey, because there was only a small
sample size of respondents from the focus age group of 18 to 34. The most significant changes in
car use are not explained by car ownership or the travel behavior of those without cars. In fact,
more households own cars in 2008 as compared with 1998 (20% increase). Behavioral changes
of those without cars accounted for only nine percent of the decrease in car use. By contrast, those
respondents with cars reported significant behavioral changes. They accounted for approximately
three-quarters of the changes in kilometer miles driven by cars. There is a strong correlation
between car ownership and income. Living in an urban area and a higher level of education were
correlated with reduced car ownership. Single-person households were less likely to own cars.
They found that while it seems that households with cars use them at least once a week, cars are
not the only mode choice. Car trips are exchanged for non-motorized modes for short trips; public
transportation modes are preferred for long trips. The authors concluded that young people’s
preferences for 1) living in an urban area, 2) pursuing more education, and 3) delaying starting a
family all contribute to a reduction in the vehicle miles traveled by car. The authors believe that
the results indicate that carless neighborhoods or those that encourage car sharing will not be
successful in attracting young people; rather, they believe those that provide various transportation
mode options will be the most appealing.
2.2.1.3 Studies Specific to Greece
In 2014, Kamargianni and Polydoropoulou (27) published the results from a study in Greece during
the 2011-2012 school year to gain insight on high school students’ perceptions of walkability. For
this case study, researchers surveyed 1,988 high school students aged 12 to 18 (i.e. students were
born before or during 2000 thereby falling within the Millennial generation) in various geographic
regions in Greece: one rural, one insular (island), and one urban area. The goal was to gain insight
on teenagers’ views of walkability to school. Eight high schools participated in this study: eight
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schools from the greater Athens (urban) area, six schools in the Alexandroupolis (rural) area, and
eight schools in the Chios (island) area. Results were distributed among all the areas with 36% of
the participants from the urban area, 29% from the rural area, and 35% from the island area. This
study is of particular interest because it documents the transportation perspective of the youngest
cohort of the Millennial generation and draws from data of those residing in rural areas.
The results of the survey of high school students showed that the main transportation mode was
walking, with over 40% of students walking to and from school (27). Distance was the biggest
factor in whether or not students would choose to walk to and from school. The maximum distance
walked was 1.6 km (0.99 mi) for urban students, 2 km (1.2 mi) for rural students, and 1 km (0.6
mi) for island students. Results also showed that as household income increased, the probability
of walking decreased in the island area, whether by driving themselves or being escorted by a
parent. Many factors were evaluated to determine their effect on whether or not a student would
walk to school including traffic lights at intersections (especially in urban areas), weather (the
worse the weather, the bigger the decrease in walking), sidewalks and lighting (particularly
important for rural and island students), and the presence of trees and flowers (for urban, rural, and
island). Overall safety factors were most significant in determining whether or not a student would
walk to and from school. The results also show that female students in general perceived
walkability constraints more strongly than male students. The contributions of this study are that
it focuses on teenagers (very few studies do) and it compares characteristics of student travel
behavior in different land settings.
These results from Kamargianni and Polydoropoulou’s study illustrate how teenagers view various
characteristics of their neighborhood and the constraints to walkability. The significant walkability
constraints were distance and safety factors for all students. Kamargianni and Polydoropoulou
recommended implementing infrastructure that will support future active transportation usage, by
focusing on sidewalks, bike lanes, and similar features.
2.2.1.4 Studies Specific to New Zealand
Rive et al. (1) performed a study to better understand public transport perspectives of Generation
Y in New Zealand. They define Generation Y as those individuals 15 to 35 in 2014 (born between
1979 and 1999). The authors used New Zealand datasets to better understand historical travel
behavior; used focus groups to gain an in-depth understanding of drivers, barriers and key life
states that impact how one travels; and conducted a qualitative survey of 1,191 travelers. They
found that regardless of age, frequency and the area covered by public transportation were
identified as the most important service priorities. Millennials were also found to be particularly
interested in free transfers and real-time information. Rive et al. (1) also concluded that more
focus should be placed on retaining Millennial ridership during key life stage changes like moving
and starting a family, as these were found as correlating strongly with abandoning public
transportation for a private vehicle.
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2.2.2 Mode Choice
Davis et al. (2012) (28) comment on Millennial driving habits by comparing survey responses of
16 to 34 year olds during the 2001 NHTS to 16 to 34 year olds during the 2009 NHTS. They
conclude that in 2009, more 16 to 34 year olds:
• Travelled 117 more miles using active transportation (biking, walking and transit),
• Have taken 24% more bike trips,
• Walked to destinations 16% more often, and
• Took public transit 40% more often.
In fact, of the 10 billion passenger mile increase in public transit ridership between 2001 and 2009,
more than 60 percent of it can be attributed to the 16 to 34 year old age group. The study argues
that the Millennial’s transportation habits are long-term regardless of future financial stability of
the individual. The authors note that the decrease in miles driven per capita began three years
before the recession. Moreover, even Millennials with financial stability (annual household
incomes over $70,000 from 2001 to 2009) continue to invest in active transportation modes,
increasing their public transit use, biking and walking by 100%, 122% and 37%, respectively.
2.2.3 State-Specific Studies
Studies like Millennials: A Portrait of Generation Next (29) and Transportation and the New
Generation – Why Young People are Driving Less and What it Means for Transportation Policy
(28) provide national insight into the changing attitudes towards transportation. While these results
are useful to help determine the future of transportation policy, some states, like Ohio, Vermont,
and Wisconsin want a more targeted perspective. This section discussions findings from studies
in these three states.
The Ohio Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) conducted a study in 2015 by conducting a
survey of 10 universities across Ohio to better understand how Millennials view transportation
(30). Ohio has a stagnating population growth rate. Ohio PIRG cited the need to attract and retain
young adults to sustain a prosperous economy. The Ohio PIRG survey collected a total of 500
responses. The results indicated that 85% of students said it was “very important” or “somewhat
important” for them to live in a place after graduation where they could get around without driving
(30). Many students used public transportation, bicycling, or walking to get to class. Eighty-four
percent of students who did not currently use transit said they would be “somewhat likely” or “very
likely” to use transit if it was more convenient (30). Reasons that students were not currently using
public transportation are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Why Ohio Students Who Drive Do Not Use Public Transportation (30)
It is clear that Millennials want more transportation options. The State of Ohio was ranked 38 of
51 states (including Washington D.C.) in state funding for public transit in 2014. The funding cuts
to public transit have limited the number of transit services and caused increased fares. ODOT’s
Ohio Statewide Transit Needs Study calls “for funding in 2015 to repair the existing fleet of public
transit vehicles, expand transit options, and meet the public demands for transit that currently
remain unmet” (30). The Ohio PIRG recommends that the state look to its universities as a good
example of how to handle transit and as a possible partner in providing communities with more
transportation options. The universities have provided transit incentives to students including
reduced or free fares, expanded bike lanes, and vehicle sharing programs.
The State of Vermont’s young adult population has decreased by about 20% between 1990 and
2010 (31). Vermont was rated as the second most rural state according to the 2010 U.S. Census
Bureau, with 61.1% of Vermont’s population living in rural areas (32). National studies have
shown that young adults consider transportation choices when they choose a place to live. The
Vermont Transportation Board (Board) is working on policies to attract and retain young adults to
the state. The Board conducted eight public forums throughout the state to discuss transportation
in Vermont. Two hundred thirty-five college students, faculty, and young professionals
participated in these forums.
Many young adults expressed concerns that owning a car was a necessity, not a choice in
Vermont. Young adults desire more transportation options; Vermont could retain this generation
if more options became available. These young adults expressed a desire to live in “smart growth”
areas with transportation options and a mix of commercial and residential buildings. Many young
adults cannot afford the costs associated with a vehicle and the lack of transit options in rural areas
was described by some during the forums as “confining.” Young adults also describe the lack of
transportation options as disappointing: the buses are not convenient enough, do not run late
enough in the day to be useful, and there are not enough connections from rural areas to urban
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centers. Furthermore, they indicate that it is not just transit that is lacking. Vermont lacks the
infrastructure to make bicycling and walking safe, including sidewalks, bike lanes, and lighting.
Vermont has car sharing through Carshare Vermont and ZipCar, but only in the Burlington area,
so participants at these forums called for expanded services. With rideshare programs like Uber
and Lyft on the rise, participants of these programs stated that they find them useful for getting
around in urban areas, but expressed safety concerns of using these services in rural areas.
The Board found these results useful in gathering insight into young adults’ transportation choices
that can be used to create policies to attract and retain young adults in Vermont. The Board began
working towards implementing solutions to the issues raised during these forums, including
VTrans working with Carshare Vermont to increase the number of vehicles available in the
Montpelier area during 2015 (31). The Board is also working with Smart Growth America to
develop plans to review Vermont roadway designs to make walking, bicycling, and public
transportation safer and more convenient in the future.
In 2014, the Wisconsin PIRG Foundation conducted a survey of 530 college students across
Wisconsin to gain insight into their transportation opinions (33). The State of Wisconsin, like
Vermont, is asking for input from young people because leadership is concerned that the state is
experiencing ‘brain drain’ – young adults graduating from Wisconsin colleges are not being
retained. Though 90% of respondents planned to own a car after graduation, and almost 50%
currently commute by car, the results of this survey have shown that Wisconsin’s youth are
concerned with the availability of transportation options. Sixty percent would consider staying in
Wisconsin after graduation if they could live in a place where they could get around without
driving. Forty-seven percent want to live in a place after graduation that has options other than
driving. In areas with transit options, transit ridership has increased. In Madison, transit ridership
was at an all-time high in 2013. Furthermore, from 2000 to 2011 the number of people bicycling
to work in Milwaukee grew 227%. In Madison, the number of people bicycling to work grew by
147%. The Wisconsin PIRG Foundation urges Wisconsin to collect more data to understand the
transportation preferences of young people; they assert that such data would ensure that Wisconsin
is meeting the needs of the upcoming generation. WISPIRG also advocates for funding of
transportation options like transit, bicycle, and pedestrian infrastructure to provide youth with
options to not have to rely on a car.
2.2.4 Vehicle Miles Traveled
In 2004 the national total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) was 2.96 trillion (34). This number only
increased to 2.97 trillion in 2013 (0.33%) despite a 7.7 % increase in population. Therefore, the
growth in vehicle miles during this time period was seen to have stagnated. However, more
recently released data in 2015 by the FHWA showed that VMT exceeded that in 2007 (13). This
is a more recent trend which will be explored in studies such as this one.
The total number of VMT is affected by many characteristics. In general, people living in urban
areas have lower VMT. In the 2009 NHTS, urban young adults aged 20-39 had an average of 24.3
daily VMT per capita; in rural areas this number is 35.2 (34). Of the Millennial aged population,
about 32% live in urban areas (34). The NHTS data show a relationship between household income
and VMT. In general as income increases, the per capita VMT increases. The Millennial generation
has also delayed entry into the workforce and is delaying starting a family; both of these factors
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lead to lower VMT. A change in living situations is also a characteristic of the Millennial
generation. Many Millennials are renting or are staying home with their parents. On average young
adults who rent travel about 20.3 vehicle miles and those who own their home travel about 30.5
vehicle miles (34).
Not all of the relationships among these characteristics have been fully studied, but there is
evidence that the Millennial generation does have different travel characteristics and that these are
affecting travel demands. Using the NHTS with upcoming GPS technology or cell phone tracking
could help provide better data in the future to support the analysis of Millennial travel trends.
(Note: A new set of NHTS data is currently being collected in 2016.)
Similar to Davis et al. (28), Dutzik and Baxandall (35) also compared driving trends between the
2001 and 2009 NHTS data sets. By similarly analyzing changing transportation trends within the
NHTS data and historical U.S. VMT data, Dutzik and Baxandall (35) drew conclusions regarding
the shifting trends in vehicle travel, and used projected population and demographic data from the
U.S. Census Bureau to develop three projected VMT trends until the year 2040. They found that
VMT in the U.S. has been decreasing since the year 2009, while vehicle ownership has been
decreasing nationwide since 2006. They linked this decrease in VMT to a shift in driving trends
among the Millennial generation, citing a 23% drop in VMTs by the age groups containing the
Millennial generation from the years 2001-2009. The authors presented three predictions for the
future (Figure 2):
• Back to the Future,
• Enduring Shift, and
• Ongoing Decline.
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Figure 2: VMT Predictions (35)
Back to the Future assumes the average per-capita VMT according to age and sex will revert back
to its 2004 level by the year 2020, and will continue to increase from then on. Enduring Shift
assumes drivers of each age group will reduce or increase their driving by the same percentage
they changed their driving in 2009 as compared to the older age groups. Ongoing Decline assumes
the percentage change in driving trends by each age group from 2001-2009 will continue from
2009-2025. More recent data from FHWA in 2015 suggest that Back to the Future or Enduring
Shift might be a more accurate prediction of future VMT (13). Yet, it seems that the future is more
difficult to predict than it has been in the past, as discussed in a presentation, The “Transportation
Revolution” – How do Planners Grapple with an Uncertain Future, at the 2016 Tools of the Trade
Conference (36). New drivers are assumed to drive less than the youngest age group of 2009.
Future VMT per capita were linearly interpolated from NHTS data. The VMT estimates from the
three predictions (Figure 2) are uniformly lower than those produced in research studies that did
not account for demographic composition. The results from these predictions suggest the nation’s
transportation policies need updating to accommodate future driving trends ( (35), (37), & (38)).
Using large scale data sets to conclude that there is a decline in VMT among the Millennial
generation, a number of studies propose a revision for existing transportation policies ( (28), (35),
& (39)). The studies call for the need to consider a range of possible travel trends while factoring
in the uncertainty inherent in economic and demographic projections when evaluating cost and
benefit of transportation projects. A common proposal developed among these studies is for the
federal government to reallocate transportation funding to favor existing infrastructure repair,
considering that currently 57% of highway funding is dedicated to expansion, despite 5 years of
zero growth in vehicle travel. Shinkle et al. (2012) (39) use information obtained from real-estate
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trend watchers, and surveys, to back up their opinion that transportation policies need to increase
funding for transit-oriented development (TOD). TOD are housing, commercial uses and other
amenities within walking distance of transit lines. They conclude that since 88% of Millennials
want to live in urban locations, where there are numerous transportation choices available, new
transportation policies should supply states with funding to support TOD in order to create these
desired environments.
Polzin et al. (34) categorize the factors that affect VMT per capita in the United States according
to data obtained from the 2009 NHTS and a survey on Millennials produced by the Pew Research
Center. The approach taken to explain the nationwide decline in recent VMT rates is different from
typical studies, which conclude the Millennial generation and their attitudes on transportation are
the cause of VMT decreases without considering generation spanning factors that affect VMT
rates. Polzin et al. (34) instead identified certain demographic factors (e.g. income, race, home
ownership, family size, location, education, and vehicle ownership) that affect VMT per capita
and compared their presence in the Millennial generation. The study found that 1) living in a rural
location, 2) being educated, 3) owning a vehicle/home, 4) being of white ethnicity, 5) having kids,
and 6) a high annual income, are all factors that increase daily VMT per capita rates. From these
factors, the authors concluded that Millennials are driving less than any other generation due to
their lower income level, low home and vehicle ownership rates, mainly urban residency, choice
to prolong marriage and kids when compared to previous generations, and their diverse
demographic characteristics.
2.2.5 Behavioral, Economic and Demographic Factors
Some studies have utilized quantitative surveys to acquire data on Millennial behavioral patterns
( (6) & (29)). Through a mix of telephone and online surveys, Sakaria and Stehfest (6) evaluated
1,011 Millennials, over six urban locations (Boston, MA; Chicago, IL; San Francisco, CA; Seattle,
WA; Portland, OR; and Washington D.C.) in the U.S. The survey concluded cost efficiency and
convenience are valued most among Millennial mode choice. They also concluded that “ease of
getting around” is the reason why Millennials live in urban settings. The Pew Research Center
conducted a phone survey of 2,020 people nationwide, with 61% drawn from Millennials, to
compare the Millennials’ life choices to other generations (29). The survey was weighted for
variances in landline and cellular telephones, and demographic differences with parameters
obtained from the Census Bureau’s Population Survey, and the 2010 Census. The study concludes
Millennials are the most educated generation and are most likely to live in urban cities, with only
14% of the generation living in rural areas. From the survey’s results on the lifestyle habits of
Millennials, the Pew Research Center concludes the generational differences in transportation
choices are the result of three processes: lifestyle effects, period effects, and cohort effects. The
lifestyle effects process assumes that young people have different motivations today, but may be
more similar to older generations in the future. Period effects include the major events in history
and how they affect the generations differently based on age. Lastly, cohort effects are the events
and trends in history that leave lasting impressions on young adults developing their core values.
Using data from the 2001 NHTS, Pucher and Renne (40) compared differences in transportation
between urban and rural locations. They observed that on average rural households are making 5%
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fewer personal vehicle trips per day, with the highest variation being in wealthier households,
where rural residents are making 15% fewer trips per day than their urban cohorts. They also
concluded that rural households travel 38% more miles per person per day than urban households,
due to increased spacing between travel destinations in rural locations. The study concludes that
with 0.1% of rural trips being made using public transit, compared to 4% of urban trips; this mode
choice is irrelevant when evaluating transportation choices in rural locations.
Baxandall (41) compared driving trends at a state-wide level to disprove factors previously
believed to be the cause of the recent national shift in driving trends. Using NHTS and the FHWA
data, the study concludes that the declining rate of driving is not as closely related to economic
trends, the recent trend of working at home, or the growth of urban populations, as was previously
believed. The study finds that “among the 10 states with the largest declines in driving per person,
only two rank among the ten with the largest increases in unemployment.” It also points out that
the states with the fastest rates of urbanization were not also simultaneously reducing driving,
stating that four states with an increase in rural population showed a decrease in driving, while
seven states that became more urbanized showed an increase in driving. With 46 of the 50 states
showing a decline in driving since the end of the driving boom (the end of the period in which the
number of miles driven by licensed driver increased annually), Baxandall also concludes that the
Millennial generation is the leading cause of this decline due to a 23 percent decrease in average
driving miles for those in the generation’s age group.
A handbook of economic facts about the Millennial generation, produced by the White House’s
Council of Economic Advisers (42), offers explanations behind the behaviors of Millennials. The
report claims that changes in generational behaviors are the result of experiences during formative
years, such as the constant presence of technology, and the aftermath of the Great Recession (Note:
The Great Recession reportedly began in December of 2007 with the end date not yet clearly
defined (43).). The report concludes that from experiencing the recession Millennials are:
• Choosing to continue their education longer,
• Deciding to marry and start families later,
• Having less job fluidity,
• Experiencing a slower wage growth, and
• Reluctant to commit to homeownership.
These factors are affecting almost every aspect of Millennials’ lives, and whether the Recession
continues or not, the study reaches the conclusion that “that macroeconomic conditions in
childhood and young adulthood shape individuals’ trajectories for years to come and can have
lasting impacts on wages, earnings, savings and investment patterns, and trust in institutions
among these individuals” (42).
A report by The Nielsen Company evaluates the Millennial generation, also called the “social
generation,” to disprove assumptions made about it (44). Using Nielsen Pop-Facts data from 2013,
the report determines a set of characteristics that sets Millennials apart from other generations
including the generation’s diversity, education, social life, and optimistic outlook. The report states
that with 19% and 14% of the generation being Hispanic and African American, respectively,
Millennials are the melting pot of generations. Adding to this, 23% of the generation has a
Bachelor’s degree, making Millennials the most educated generation. This report also states that
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the social characteristics of Millennials have pushed them to live in urban locations, where social
goals can be easily achieved in densely populated areas. Lastly the report comments on the
optimism of the generation stating that 69% of Millennials are happy with their local communities,
and 88% believe they will earn enough money to fund the lifestyle they want.
Twenge (4) critiques many of the studies on generational differences because they often compare
different generations during the same time frame (i.e. Baby Boomers at present to Millennials at
present). In contrast, Twenge performs her analyses by looking at the different generations when
they were the same age (i.e. Baby Boomers in their 20s to Millennials in their 20s). The only
limitations to this viewpoint, from the researchers’ perspectives for the study at hand, is how
technology has become a significant factor in everyday lives, and comparing generations at the
same age will not account for these changes. Her book, Generation Me: Why Today’s Young
Americans Are More Confident, Assertive, and Entitled – and More Miserable Than Ever Before,
provides a broad understanding of the socio-economic side of Millennials using these types of
analysis. However, her definition of Generation Me (GenMe) includes individuals under 35 (age
identified in 2006). Therefore, individuals who were born in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s were
discussed; it is a much broader generational grouping than the Millennials that many more recent
studies discuss. Some of the conclusions that she reached that are similar to those in more recent
studies include:
• GenMe marries later than previous generations
• GenMe is leaving the nest later (the number of twenty-six year olds living with their parents
has almost doubled between 1970 and 2006)
• GenMe takes longer to finish college
Some conclusions that she draws that have not been discussed as much in recent literature include:
1) GenMe sees employment as a style of life, not a means to an end (like the Baby Boomer
generation), 2) GenMe prefers to be self-reliant and independent, 3) GenMe wants to own a house
that can afford as much space as possible for each family member, 4) 66% of college graduates
owe more than $10,000 in school loans (5% owe more than $100,000), 5) GenMe prefers
“directness rather than abstraction,” and 6) GenMe prefers a positive assessment before critique of
their work.
Twenge talks about the issues associated with GenMe’s desire to be self-reliant and independent.
As a result, they do not engage in community groups (e.g., Elks, the Jaycees, and PTA groups) as
often as the Baby Boomer generation. However, she notes that as a result of the emphasis on selfreliance, members of GenMe are four times as likely to describe themselves as lonely as compared
with the same numbers of Americans in 1957. Therefore, the researchers of this study question
whether GenMe’s increased use of public transportation is this generation’s attempt to curb the
higher level of loneliness. This would be an interesting point to investigate.
2.2.6 Location Choice
This section discusses Millennial preferences regarding housing choices, as land use and
transportation go hand-in-hand.
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Using data from the Transportation for America Survey, including information on 703 Millennials
in ten urban locations (Chicago, New York City, San Francisco, Charlotte, Denver, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Indianapolis, Nashville, Tampa-St. Petersburg), balanced with census data
for gender, age, and ethnicity, Goldberg (2014) (45) reaches the conclusion that the motivation
behind Millennials choosing to live in urban locations is multi-modal transportation choices, and
the ability to rely on public and alternative transportation to work and live. He concludes that 54%
of Millennials would consider moving to a location with better transportation choices, and 66%
agree that access to efficient transportation choices is the number one factor considered when
choosing where to live.
The Nielsen Company (44) also comments on the migration patterns of the Millennial generation
by comparing the most concentrated areas of Millennials in the U.S. to those of the Baby Boomer
generation (46). The study concludes that Millennials are choosing to live in areas that provide
exciting creative hubs along with tightly spaced environments, which are both qualities present in
urban locations. This study states that two-thirds of the Millennial generation live in rental homes,
which suggests that members of this generation will continue to move to areas that fit their needs
in the future (i.e. they are not limited by needing to buy and sell houses).
Lachman and Brett (2) used the responses from 1,241 surveys distributed via Zomerang to draw
conclusions regarding Millennial preferences for housing. Survey responses were received from
those located in rural areas, small towns, suburbs and urban cities. They found that communities
that can offer the greatest “quality-of-life” can attract the most educated and creative of the
Millennial generation. This finding coincides with Twenge’s (4) finding that Millennials view
jobs not as a means to an end, but as a life-style choice. Lachman and Brett’s (2) study found that
many renters reported receiving assistance from family to pay for monthly expenses. This
coincides with other findings that Millennials are financially strapped. This also hints at some of
what Twenge (4) has asserted, in that Millennials still have high expectations, but their means to
achieve them do not necessarily coincide. Lachman and Brett (2) reported finding a larger number
of homeowners than what was originally expected; however, they attribute some of this to the firsttime homeowner tax credit. This does not necessarily mean that there is a large number of
Millennial homeowners; rather, there is a larger number identified than what they hypothesized.
Lachman and Brett did note that those who owned homes were also found to have a high level of
education. When analyzing responses regarding community type, Lachman and Brett found the
distributions shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Housing Location Type Represented in Sample
Type of Location
Percent of Sample Represented
In/Near Urban Downtown
12%
Other In-City Neighborhood
15%
Older Suburb
21%
Newer, Outlying Suburb
17%
Small City/Town
21%
Rural Community
14%
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Lachman and Brett (2) also found that residents who are living in small communities also work
there. Therefore, they concluded that if the resources are available in small communities,
Millennials will live in small communities.
When asked to identify important neighborhood attributes, respondents identified community
character (a.k.a. authenticity) as the primary factor. Proximity to work was identified as one of
the top five. This would seem to contradict Goldberg’s (45) finding that efficient transportation
choices are the number one factor considered when choosing where to live; however, this
difference more likely reflects how the question was asked (i.e. grouping the location of a house
with work is different than asking about transportation mobility options in general), as compared
to the actual preference. This is always a drawback of using surveys: stated preference may not
correlate with actual behavior. Therefore, when consistencies are found, this can help draw more
definitive conclusions from information found via surveys. Another important neighborhood
attribute was safety. Considering that rural areas are often viewed as safe, this could be an aspect
that small urban and rural communities could promote to try to attract Millennials.
Lachman and Brett (2) also found that the walkability of a community was more important to
Hispanics and blacks as compared to whites (Table 5). Furthermore, they found that walkability
is a necessity (not a preference) for members of the Millennial generation who cannot afford a car
or who are living in a household where a car is shared among several people.

Table 5: Value of Walkability by Race & Ethnicity
Importance of Shopping and Social Gathering Hispanics Blacks Whites TOTAL
Place Being within Walking Distance of Home
Essential
24%
21%
12%
14%
Preferable
47%
49%
49%
50%
Not an Issue
29%
30%
39%
36%
Interestingly, although the study seemed to find that there is a preference for walking, the majority
of respondents still indicated that they get to work by driving (Table 6).
Table 6: Mode of Travel to Work
Mode
Age (18-24 years)
Age (25-32 years)
Drive
69%
74%
Public Transit
7%
7%
Walk or Bike
6%
4%
Combination of Two of Above
12%
10%

TOTAL
72%
7%
5%
10%

Therefore, there is the potential that a work trip is primarily done by automobile, while other trips
are done with other forms of transportation that do not require a timely arrival. This of course
cannot be confirmed or disputed by the aforementioned studies. However, it is interesting to note
that a notable proportion of respondents (10%) used a combination of modes in getting to work.
This coincides with a finding from a study in Germany (26); therefore, there is the potential that
Millennials are not completely abandoning the use of the automobile. Rather, they see it as one
transportation option of several, and they value locales that allow for a multitude of options.
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Another interesting point to note from Table 6 is that there is a small, but subtle difference between
older Millennials as compared with younger Millennials. Differences within a generation, as
discussed by Twenge (4), can be found.
2.2.7 Technology Preferences
Research suggests that Millennials have a strong preference for technology, particularly to remain
connected. This section discusses Millennial technology preferences, particularly as they relate to
transportation.
Schwieterman’s article, The Travel Habits of Generation Y (8), addresses the increasing use of
technology and its effect on Millennials’ travel choices. Schwieterman found an increase in transit
usage, especially bus and train travel when available, in order for young adults to remain connected
to their electronic devices. These “techno-travelers” are more connected than ever and prefer to
use their commute time to remain as productive as possible. “Techno-travelers” are on the rise in
urban areas where transportation infrastructure is already in place and where mobile networks are
expansive. To understand technology use during travel, the Chaddick Institute tracked passenger
activity data on trains, buses, and airplanes during 2009 and 2010 in 13 states and the District of
Columbia, as well as on the French TGV and Spanish AVE high-speed trains and VIA Rail Canada
(8). The study counted passengers who were using an electronic device including: cell phone,
smartphone, iPod, laptop computer, or DVD player. It was found that technology usage increased
between 2009 and 2010. Buses and trains had clear advantages with about 42.7% of passengers
using electronic devices on curbside buses and 35.7% on Amtrak trains (8). About 24% of
passengers used technology on airplanes, but it needs to be factored in that devices must be shut
off for part of a flight (Note: This was true during this study.). The lowest technology use was on
Greyhound buses, which have just begun to offer on-bus WiFi on select routes. This study shows
that technology is increasingly becoming a factor in transportation choices for Millennials.
In another article, Row discusses how: 1) three-quarters of Millennials use social media, 2) less
than half of teens eligible to obtain a driver’s license actually do, and 3) almost forty-percent of
Millennials indicate that they can get around without a car (47). She indicates that the Arizona
DOT uses Twitter to distribute traffic updates and get feedback on highways and services. She
recommends using an application developed with rewards, badges, and other acknowledgements
in order to encourage participation. Using rewards and other incentives coincides with Twenge
(4), who found that since Millennials grew up with constant positive reinforcement, they continue
to look for this as adults.
Lockbridge (48) conducted a study of 1490 individuals within the U.S., with ages ranging from 18
to older than 65. They were surveyed using Google Consumer Surveys to obtain information
regarding their desires for technologies associated with vehicles. It seems that younger generations
place more value and have a higher appreciation for technologically advanced vehicles.
Respondents from the 18-24 and 25-34 age brackets indicated that they are willing to pay more for
technology that makes a safer vehicle as compared with other age brackets (i.e. 35-44, 45-54, 5564, and 65+). Similar findings resulted from questions regarding the value of being “more
entertained” in a vehicle. Respondents from the youngest age group (18-24) were most likely to
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indicate that they value being connected in their vehicle as compared to the other age groups.
Finally, the middle age groups (25-34 and 35-44) were most likely to value the ability to be
productive using technology in their vehicle. Lockbridge (48) concluded that “Millennials want
cars that know who they are.”
Millennials have embraced all things digital. Earning the nickname “digital natives,” Millennials
have grown up with fast changing technology and have had technology available at their fingertips
their entire lives. Internet and mobile phone technologies have expanded and increased in the U.S.
over the last decade, and Millennials are the biggest supporters of these changes. A 2010 nationwide Pew Research Center survey obtained 2020 responses, with 830 of these responses from the
Millennial age group (18-29 years old) (29). This survey found that 24% of respondents said that
technology use was what made the Millennial generation unique (29). A majority of Millennials
find that technology makes their lives easier, and allows them to effectively use their time. Cell
phones are becoming more of a necessity. Ninety-four percent of the Millennial age group owned
a cell phone, and were more likely to rely on a cell phone as their only communication technology
(no landline) (29). Mobile phones are a quick and easy way to get updates from social media, get
directions using turn-by-turn navigation, find out when the next bus is coming, purchase a ticket,
and schedule rideshare or taxi services (Figure 3).

90%
80%

80%
70%
60%

72%
67%

52%

Total

50%
40%
30%

18-29
37%

38%
25%

30-49
50-64

24%

16%

20%

9%

10%

17%
11%
9%

65+
7% 5%

0%
Turn-by-Turn Navigation Get Public Transit Info

Reserve Taxi or Car
Service

Figure 3: U.S. Adult Smartphone Owners in Each Age Group Who Use Their Phones
Frequently or Occasionally for Transportation Information (49)
KRC Research conducted a survey of 1015 adults in 2012. This study found that, “nearly two in
three (65%) of Millennials say losing their phone (30%) or computer (35%) would have a greater
negative impact on their daily routine than losing their car (28%)” (50). Many claim the fear of
missing out on something is the biggest reason they check their phone throughout the day. About
75% of Millennials have a social media profile (51).
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Public transit agencies can use these technologies to enhance their communication with customers.
Social media is especially useful for transmitting pertinent information to customers during service
disruptions. Social media also gives customers the chance to respond to transit agencies, allowing
two-way communication. Quick, up-to-date traffic information is in high demand around the
country, as shown by many radio stations updating listeners on traffic and weather every 10
minutes throughout the day (52). Social media sites like Twitter help supply the public with timesensitive information such as traffic or transit delays. The more information that gets out to the
public, the better travel decisions people can make.
Chan and Schofer (52) studied the use of social media by transit agencies in New York City during
Hurricane Sandy in 2012. During their literature review, they cited a source that reported that
83%, 77%, 52%, and 32% of adults in the U.S. aged 18-29, 30-49, 50-64, and 65+, respectively,
used social media websites. Hurricane Sandy caused major disruptions to transit agencies around
the city. This study examines Twitter usage by three transit agencies in New York City:
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), New Jersey Transit (NJT), and Port Authority
Trans-Hudson (PATH). During Hurricane Sandy all three services were shut down. Each agency
used their Twitter feed to provide their customers with information on shutdowns, any damages
experienced, and restoration efforts (52). These three agencies saw tweet rates rise during this
event, as they kept the public informed about the condition of transit services.
Table 7: Tweets Associated with Hurricane Sandy, October 28-November 12, 2012 (52)
Originating Agency

Daily Average Tweet
Rate* (tweets per day)

Associated with Hurricane Sandy
Daily Average Tweet Number of Tweets
Rate (tweets per day)

MTA

4.6

31.5

473

NJT

12.5

96.9

1453

PATH

15.9

44.2

663

*Normal rate was measured by averaging tweets sent per day from January 4, 2013 through
January 31, 2013.
Both the NJT and PATH responded to customer response tweets as questions came up about
closures, route changes, and any other issues, as an alternative to their call centers. These response
tweets made up about 66% of all tweets sent out by PATH and NJT. (52) There is a demand for
this type of interaction with transportation agencies. More research into the value that riders place
on social media would be useful for transit agencies interested in making social media an effective
communication tool.
2.3 Literature Review Summary
Through the literature review, it was found that Millennials were discussed in terms of five
overarching areas: 1) more transportation options, 2) higher levels of education and corresponding
debt, 3) technology, 5) living situation and location, and 6) environment, employment, and
independence.
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2.3.1 More Transportation Options
Much of the literature commented on Millennial transportation preferences. Millennials reported
to be open to non-auto forms of transportation and typically choose the mode that best fits the trip
type. One report suggested that Millennials showed an interest in public transportation because
they 1) believed it saved them money, 2) is convenient, 3) allows them to socialize online, 4) helps
to protect the environment, and 5) allows them to connect with their community. It was also
suggested that Millennials are using public transportation to “curb loneliness.” According to one
source, Millennials place transportation options among their top three concerns when choosing
where to live whereas another study indicated it was the number one factor. Literature also
suggests that the Millennial generation interest in public transportation is not just constrained to
those who are financially strapped; in one example, Millennials earning $70,000 or more were
found to make use of alternative transportation modes. Findings to date seemed to indicate that
single Millennial households were less likely to own vehicles. Millennials were also reported to
prefer living in walkable neighborhoods. While Millennials are reportedly more ethnically and
racially diverse than previous generations, one study reported that those who identified ethnically
as Hispanic or racially as Black/African American reported that a walkable environment was more
important. In addition, one study found the following factors influence use of a personal vehicle:
1) rural, 2) educated, 3) owning a vehicle or home, 4) white, 5) children, and 6) having a high
annual household income.
Some states have performed state-specific studies to understand how to retain Millennials.
Vermont found that their current transportation system was viewed by younger residents as
presenting few options, particularly because public transportation was not convenient based on
timing and service hours, and that connections between rural and urban areas of the state were
lacking. They also reported a concern regarding the safety of bicycling in the state due to limited
infrastructure to support this mode. While Millennials clearly express an interest in public
transportation, when looking at the mode share of different types of transportation options, driving
was found to dominate. Further, older Millennials (25 to 32 years in age) were found to prefer
driving more than younger Millennials.
2.3.2 Higher Educational Attainment & Student Debt
The media has purported Millennials to be one of the most educated generations. In fact, one study
reported that almost one quarter of Millennials have a Bachelor’s degree.
However, a drawback to the higher level of educational attainment for the Millennial generation
as compared with previous generations is the cost of this education. One study reported that twothirds of those 35 or younger (in 2006) owe more than $10,000 in student debt. Furthermore,
approximately 5% of this same age group has a staggering $100,000 or more in student debt.
2.3.3 Technology
Millennials have been reported to be enthusiastic adopters of technology. One source called
Millennials “techno-travelers.” Another study reported that at least three-quarters of Millennials
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made use of social media. In fact, one report indicated that almost ninety-five percent of
Millennials reported owning a cell phone. It is no surprise then, that Millennials have been
described as being dependent upon connected technologies. State DOTs have also reported using
technology as an effective means of communication during extreme weather events, like Hurricane
Sandy.
2.3.4 Living Situation & Location
The literature reported that Millennials are living with family or friends more frequently when
compared with previous generations.
Millennials have reported a desire to live in urban areas by many accounts. One study suggested
that as few as fourteen percent of Millennials live in rural areas. One possible explanation for this
finding may be that many Millennials relocate to urban areas for their education and then stay in
this area because they find a job there. Some of the areas that have been suggested as showing
particular interest to Millennials might be described as “new urbanism,” “smart growth,” or TOD.
More generally, Millennials desire to live in a location that has a “sense of community,” a place
that is authentic.
2.3.5 Environment, Employment, and Independence
Millennials have been reported to show more concern about environmental awareness. Yet, as
discussed in the Pew Research Center study, this interest could just be a product of a “life stage
effect.”
A large percentage (almost forty percent) of “young people” (could extend from beyond
Millennials to Generation X), are said to be out of work or underemployed. These conditions can
limit the ability of such a person to pay back student debt and may limit their discretionary income,
all potentially impacting how the person may choose to travel.
Another characteristic associated with this generation relates to individualism. One source, who
grouped Millennials and Generation X, reported that this group is self-reliant and independent.
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CHAPTER 3:
METHODOLOGY
A mixed-mode survey, using both online and telephone, was chosen for this study in order to
balance the desired number of survey respondents with cost. Four states, Minnesota, Montana,
Wisconsin, and Washington, were the focus of the data collection. Due to the rural nature of some
areas of the focus states, using the telephone was necessary to obtain input from residents in these
areas. While the telephone surveys increased the cost of the project, they also helped researchers
collect sufficient data to allow for statistically valid sample sizes. The goal was to collect the
majority of the data (60%) in non-MSA areas, which are most representative of rural areas, and
40% in MSA areas. Of these populations, approximately 60% of respondents were to be
categorized as Millennials over the age of 18. For this study, Millennials are defined as being born
between 1983 and 2000. However, again, the survey respondent must be at least 18. The remaining
populations could consist of any of the other generational cohorts: the Silent Generation,
Depression & War Babies, the Baby Boomers and Generation X.
All of the surveys, both online and by phone, were collected through the subcontractor, Survey
Sampling International, Inc (SSI). This firm were chosen because it offered the ability to reach
survey respondents online and conduct augmented surveys via telephone (both landline and cell
phone). Additional information about SSI’s panels can be found in Appendix A, which provides
SSI’s responses to the World Association of Opinion and Marketing Research Professionals’
(ESOMAR, formerly European Society for Opinion and Marketing Research) 28 Questions to
Help Research Buyers of Online Samples.
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CHAPTER 4:
DATA COLLECTION
Data was collected in three phases for the project: 1) online, phase I, 2) telephone, 3) online, phase
II. Originally, the scope only included an online and telephone phase; however, due to challenges
with obtaining the desired sample from Montana, additional data was collected through a second
phase of online data collection, as SSI’s potential survey respondents change over time.
Phase I of the online data collection occurred from October 22, 2015 through November 9, 2015.
1,441 raw surveys were collected, although only 1,276 surveys were retained. Respondents for
the retained surveys provided their 1) age, 2) state, 3) zip code, and 4) completed at least 75% of
the survey.
The telephone data collection effort occurred from November 13, 2015 through December 15,
2015. During this phase, 1,188 raw surveys were collected, although only 1,185 surveys were
retained. Again, respondents for the retained surveys provided their 1) age, 2) state, 3) zip code,
and 4) completed at least 75% of the survey.
Phase II of the online data collection occurred from December 16, 2015 through December 23,
2015. During this phase, 74 raw surveys were collected.
In total, 2,535 surveys were collected that were considered for use in the analysis. After reviewing
IP addresses for duplicates, and further looking at the information provided, the final data set
consisted of 2,519 survey respondents.
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CHAPTER 5:
RESULTS
This section first presents modeling results based on NHTS data. The remaining sections are based
off of the data collected for the study. The survey questions were divided into three categories:
demographics, transportation, and lifestyle. Additional information regarding the results of the
questions for these three categories can be found in the technical memorandums for each of the
topic areas ( (53), (54), & (55)). What follows are the most significant findings from each of these
sections. In addition, cross-cutting analyses were subsequently performed, which typically
involved considering multiple questions. Furthermore, some modeling results are discussed. This
section concludes with a summary of the most significant findings.
5.1 National Household Travel Survey Findings
As a part of this research effort, the researchers took a look at the 2009 NHTS data focusing on
what could be understood from the data from a rural perspective. This was of particular interest
considering that few of the studies that were found when reviewing existing literature provided
information related to rural areas.
The 2009 NHTS sample includes 4,202 Millennials (those born between 1983 and 2000) living in
rural areas (the rural categorization was done based on block group). This is about half the number
of Millennials living in urban areas (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Age Distribution of the NHTS Sample in Rural and Non-Rural Areas
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Table 8 provides a summary of the number of respondents from the stakeholder states (Minnesota,
Montana, Washington and Wisconsin) of any age and within the Millennial age group.
Table 8: NHTS Rural Sample, by State, and Age
State

Sample Size
All Ages

Percentage of
TOTAL

Millennials (16-30
years)

Percentage of
TOTAL

Minnesota

219

0.24%

10

0.24%

Montana

283

0.31%

16

0.38%

Washington

196

0.21%

8

0.19%

Wisconsin

1497

1.62%

69

1.64%

92,381

-

4,202

-

TOTAL

The researchers wanted to learn more about what factors influenced travel in rural areas.
Therefore, data from the 2009 NHTS was used. A model was developed using the data that at a
block group level was identified as being “rural.” The model aims to identify what factors
contribute to greater VMT. VMT is represented by the YEARMILE variable from the 2009 NHTS
sample, which means “miles respondent drove in the last 12 months.”
Table 9 shows the results of variables that were found to be statistically significant. The discussion
that follow considers findings as deduced from these variables.
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Table 9: Regression Coefficients of the Miles Driven Model
Variable

Estimate

Std. Error

t-value

Pr(>|t|)

Significance

(Intercept)

8.004

0.052

153.01

2.00E-16

***

DISTTOWK

0.003

3.10E-04

10.72

2.00E-16

***

HBPPOPDN

-3.02E-05

2.61E-06

-11.57

2.00E-16

***

Low-med Inc.

0.473

0.035

13.55

2.00E-16

***

Med Inc.

0.712

0.036

19.60

2.00E-16

***

High Inc.

0.827

0.036

22.83

2.00E-16

***

HHSIZE

-0.036

0.007

-5.176

2.29E-07

***

HHVEHCNT

0.069

0.007

10.77

2.00E-16

***

GenX

0.468

0.037

13.88

2.00E-16

***

Boomer

0.347

0.032

10.77

2.00E-16

***

GenGreat

0.100

0.036

2.80

2.00E-16

***

Dwelling.Multi -0.087

0.022

-3.99

6.50E-05

***

Female

-0.458

0.015

-31.06

2.00E-16

***

Full-time

0.522

0.020

27.12

2.00E-16

***

Part-time

0.423

0.025

16.95

2.00E-16

***

MultiJob

0.767

0.084

8.67

2.00E-16

***

NBIKETRP

-0.016

0.008

-1.50

0.1327

NWALKTRP

0.006

0.001

6.76

1.43E-10

***

PTUSED

-0.003

0.001

-4.53

6.02E-06

***

Number of Observations = 21,958
R2 = 0.2255
Adjusted R2 = 0.2249
F-statistics: 354.9 on 18 and 21939 DF, p-value: <2.2e-16
Significance codes: 0’***’; 0.001’**’; 0.01’*’; 0.05’.’
As the distance to work (DISTTOWK) increases, the VMT by a rural respondent increases. This
is as expected.
As the population per square mile (POP_DEN) increases, the VMT decrease. Generalizing, this
result shows that as the population becomes denser, there is less travel by personal vehicle. This
is particularly interesting because this model focuses on rural areas. This means that a more dense
rural area has less travel by personal vehicle. This cannot tell us whether people in denser rural
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areas make fewer auto trips, or if there are trips made by other modes that do not add to the vehicle
miles traveled. Again, this variable is as expected.
Variables (Low-med Inc, Med Inc, and High Inc, respectively) were created for households whose
annual income was between $15,000 and $50,000; $50,000 and $80,000; and more than $80,000.
Therefore, the findings for each of these groups are compared with those who earn less than
$15,000. The comparison showed that for each successively higher group of annual income
earned, the VMT increased. Furthermore, the correlation of these variables increases with each
income category. This agrees with findings from studies in general; however, this is of particular
interest because this holds true for rural areas.
As the household size (HHSIZE) increases, the VMT decrease.
As the number of vehicles in a household (HHVEHCNT) increases, the VMT increase. This result
is as expected in that those with many vehicles likely value or see traveling via a vehicle as the
only transportation option. It may very well be that this is the case.
Three variables (GenX, Boomer, GenGreat) were created to represent the different generations,
using the Millennial generation as the default variable. The results support what is found in the
literature. However, again, these results are specific to rural areas. The Depression and War
Babies generation (GenGreat) represent an increase in vehicle miles traveled as compared to
Millennials of approximately 33%. The Baby Boomers travel approximately 50% more than the
Millennial generation. Finally, Generation X travels approximately 66% more than the Millennial
generation, almost twice as much as the Depression and War Babies generation. Generation X
now makes up most of the work force; therefore, that they represent a larger portion of the VMT
as compared with the Depression and War Babies generation is expected.
A variable was created to represent households with multiple families (DwellingMulti). The
findings show that there is a decrease in VMT for households with multiple families. This makes
sense because whereas if an adult and his or her adult children were living separately, each
household would have to make separate trips to the grocery store. However, since these
generations are living together, they can make one trip to the grocery store.
An interesting finding from this model is in relationship to gender (i.e. variable Female). The
results show that women in rural areas contribute less to vehicle miles traveled as compared with
men. One potential explanation is that men typically travel longer distances to reach their places
of employment. Some could speculate that it is because there may be more stay-at-home moms in
a rural setting. However, some studies often say that household duties often require more trips.
Yet it could be that these amenities are closer than places of employment.
A full-time (Full-Time) and part-time (Part-Time) variable were created. They are compared with
individuals in rural areas who are unemployed. The findings show that those who are employed
full-time contribute to the VMT more than those who are employed part-time. This makes sense
because it is likely that part-time employees may only work a few days out of a week as compared
to the typical five.
Those with multiple jobs (MultiJob) were found to contribute more to VMT in rural environments.
Again, this is not unexpected, as it is likely they will have to make a trip for each job.
As the number of bike trips (NBIKETRP) increased, the contribution to VMT decreased. This
could show that some respondents replace some of the trips that would have been made by vehicle
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with biking. In contrast, it was found that the number of walking trips (NWALKTRP) increased
the VMT. This variable is unexpected. However, one possible explanation is that individuals first
drove to where they wanted to walk. Therefore, walking trips were done more for a recreational
purpose, if this hypothesis is correct.
Not unexpectedly, public transportation trips (PTUSED) helped to decrease the number of VMT.
Furthermore, the variable shows that there is a very small influence of this variable, which is
consistent with the small impact of public transportation in rural areas (see Pucher and Renne
(40)).

5.2 Demographics
Ten of the sixty questions from the survey were categorized within the demographics category.
They are: 1) state of residence, 2) zip code, 3) age, 4) area type, 5) gender, 6) racial identity, 7)
ethnicity, 8) education, 9) student loans, and 10) annual income.
All of the questions are analyzed based on the residential “Area Type” that was reported by the
survey respondent. As such, what follows is a discussion of how area type and MSA and nonMSA areas overlap.
5.2.1 Area Type
What is the best way to define an urban and a rural area? The data for the research project was
collected so that urban areas were represented by MSA and rural areas were represented by nonMSAs. However, when reviewing open-ended responses for why or why not respondents see the
need for additional public transportation provisions, bicycle facilities or sidewalk connections,
many of the respondents who were categorized as living in an MSA area indicated that their area
was rural. For example, one respondent, who was according to the MSA/non-MSA convention
categorized as living in an MSA area, indicated that:
“I live in a quiet, rural community.”
Some of this error in assignment stems from the fact that MSA and non-MSA boundaries do not
directly align with zip code boundaries. There are some zip codes that span over MSA and nonMSA boundary lines (see red lines in Figure 5). The bottom right corner of Figure 5 shows a
close-up of the cyan boxed area.
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Figure 5: Example of Zip Codes, Shown in Red, that Cross MSA vs. Non-MSA Boundaries
Another effort to define rural and urban based on the rate of population density to the land area
covered by the zip code (e.g. 20 people per square mile) was investigated. In particular, there were
concerns that parts of Washington State were classified as an MSA when they might be more
accurately categorized as rural.
Figure 6 presents the comparison of definitions using MSA (in black) and non-MSA (yellow) as
compared with urban (black) and rural (pink) using a 20 people per square mile cut-off.
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MSA vs. non-MSA

Urban vs. Rural (20 people per square
mile)

Figure 6: Comparing MSA/non-MSA to Urban/Rural (20 people per square mile) in
Washington State
This approach also showed conflicts between the urban classifications and perceptions of residents
who responded with:
“It's a rural area…”
Question 50 asked, “How would you describe the area where you currently live?” Seven potential
choices were given:
1) Big, dense city;
2) Big-city suburb;
3) Lower-density city;
4) Suburb of lower-density city;
5) Small city;
6) Small town; or
7) Outlying rural area.
When looking at MSA and non-MSA categorizations as compared with the qualitative responses
provided by respondents, in general, “Big, dense city;” “Big-city suburb,” “Lower-density city,”
and “Suburb of Lower-Density City” represented “MSA” or the “urban” categorization. “Small
town,” and “Outlying rural area” represented “non-MSA” or “rural.” “Small city” seems to
represent the boundary between an MSA and non-MSA categorization, specifically where many
people are categorized as “MSA” even though they feel they live in rural environments. Therefore,
this would seem to be the category where MSA and non-MSA designation do not match well with
actual area type. It provides confidence within the alternative proposed classification as the
researchers would expect to see that the results are mostly consistent, with some variability in the
interior categories of area type, as was found. See Table 10 for the results when comparing a
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survey respondent’s categorization of their area type with the official MSA/Non-MSA
categorization.
Table 10: Comparing MSA and Non-MSA to Area Types

32
96
0
80
75
0
36
103
0
35
98
0

No Response

24
51
0
139
25
1
38
22
0
87
60
0

Outlying Rural
Area

Small Town

66
3
0
18
5
0
73
9
0
56
7
0

Small City

Wisconsin

Suburb of LowerDensity City

Washington

Lower-Density
City

Montana

Big-City Suburb

Big, Dense City

Minnesota

28
13
0
46
3
0
30
7
0
59
8
0

52 127
MSA
Non-MSA 5 4
NA
0 0
MSA
3 12
Non-MSA 1 1
NA
0 0
MSA
48 96
Non-MSA 2 1
0 0
NA
MSA
31 63
Non-MSA 0 3
NA
0 1

33
84
0
60
163
0
52
110
0
37
77
0

3
2
0
1
1
0
3
2
0
3
2
0

Therefore, the following summarizes how “urban” and “rural” will be defined throughout the data
analysis.
Table 11: Urban vs. Rural Relationship to Area Type
Urban

Rural

Big-dense city

Small city

Big-city suburb

Small town

Lower-density city

Outlying rural area

Suburb of lower-density city

In Table 12, the shaded areas, which represent the classifications of “Small City,” “Small Town,”
and “Outlying Rural Area,” can all be perceived as “rural.” Therefore, with this assumption, a
large portion, or about two-thirds of the data, came from rural respondents. Again, as the purpose
of this study was to fill a gap in the understanding of the mobility mindset of Millennials in small
urban and rural areas (e.g. areas with a population less than 200,000), a greater number of
responses were purposefully collected from rural areas.
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Table 12: Survey Respondent Count by Generation and Area Type
Suburb of Lower-Density City

Small City

Small Town

Outlying Rural Area

204

131

143

287

340

317

9

1,515

Generation X

26

59

33

37

71

72

85

2

385

Baby Boomers

25

33

23

46

74

110

159

5

475

Depression & War Babies

8

11

7

9

15

30

53

0

133

Silent Generation

1

0

0

0

2

1

5

2

11

Sub-Total

144

307

194

235

449

553

619

18

2,519

PROPORTION

TOTAL

Lower-Density City

84

Total Count

No Response

Big-City Suburb

Big, Dense City

Millennials

880

1,621

18

2,519

34.9%

64.4%

0.7%

100%

The company that collected the data indicated that MSA and non-MSA are the only manner in
which they could identify potential survey respondents by urban and rural areas. As discussed
previously, while generally the MSA/Non-MSA categorizations matched with how survey
respondents classified their area type, in the areas of overlap like in “Small City” (Table 10), using
a survey respondent’s classification instead of the MSA/Non-MSA categorization, which tends to
be “big picture,” helps to take into account some of the discrepancies associated with MSA/NonMSA classification and zip codes. Consequently, the majority of survey respondents sampled are
still from more rural environments (Table 12). Figure 7 shows that there are a larger number of
Millennial survey respondents from rural areas as compared with urban areas.
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Figure 7: Number of Millennial Survey Respondents by Respondent-Identified Area Type
Also interesting to note is that Montana has very little representation in the “urban” categories of
“Big, Dense City,” “Big-City Suburb,” “Lower-Density City,” and “Suburb of Lower-Density
City,” which for this study have been defined as “urban.”
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5.2.2 State of Residence
Table 13 shows the breakdown of survey respondents by state, generation and area type.
Table 13: Number of Survey Respondents by Generation, by State, by Area Type
Outlying
Rural Area

No Response

Total

Silent
Generation

Small Town

Depression &
War Babies

Minnesota
Montana
Washington
Wisconsin

31
3
30
19

80
12
64
49

29
38
21
43

Sub-Total
Minnesota
Montana
Washington
Wisconsin

83
13
0
8
5

205
28
1
18
12

131
7
4
8
14

Sub-Total
Minnesota
Montana
Washington
Wisconsin
Sub-Total
Minnesota
Montana

26
11
1
7
6
25
2
0

59
17
0
12
4
33
6
0

33
4
4
6
9
23
1
3

37
12
7
13
14
46
2
1

Washington

5

3

2

4

2

Wisconsin

1

2

1

2

Sub-Total
Minnesota
Montana
Washington
Wisconsin

8
0
0
0
0

11
0
0
0
0

7
0
0
0
0

9
1
0
1
0

Sub-Total
TOTAL

0
142

0
308

0
194
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Small City

Suburb of
LowerDensity City

Baby
Boomers

LowerDensity City

Generation X

Big-City
Suburb

Millennials

Big, Dense
City

Generation

State

42 44
13 115
50 36
38 92

85
85
92
78

63
115
84
55

3
0
2
4

377
381
379
378

143 287 340
12 12 20
2 14 13
14 13 19
9 32 20

317
21
24
23
17

9
0
1
1
0

1515
113
59
104
109

71 72
14 18
31 44
9 22
20 26
74 110
4
7
5 11

85
26
64
40
29
159
7
18

2
2
1
1
1
5
0
0

385
104
152
110
109
475
29
38

4

15

0

35

4

8

13

0

31

15
1
0
0
0

30
0
2
2
1

53
0
2
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

133
2
4
4
1

5
1
2
237 448 557

2
616

1
17

11
2519

5.2.3 Zip Codes
Figure 8 through Figure 11 show the reader the spatial distribution of survey respondents for
Minnesota, Montana, Washington State and Wisconsin. The reader can refer to the Mobility
Mindset of Millennials in Small Urban and Rural Areas: Technical Memorandum, Survey Findings
- Demographics (53) for additional figures that show the distribution of each generation for each
state.
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Figure 8: Minnesota Survey Respondents
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Figure 9: Montana Survey Respondents
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Figure 10: Washington State Survey Respondents
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Figure 11: Wisconsin Survey Respondents
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Comparing the survey respondents across the states, Minnesota and Washington State seem to
exhibit a similar distribution of survey respondents grouped around one major metropolitan area
(Seattle and Minneapolis/St. Paul) (Figure 8 & Figure 10). In contrast, Montana survey
respondents appear pretty well distributed (Figure 9). However, as the data will show, the survey
respondents self-identified that they live in smaller metropolitan areas. This is a subjective
measure of urban vs. rural, although it seems as accurate, if not more accurate, than a MSA/nonMSA classification, as discussed previously. Although Madison and Milwaukee are relatively
large, Wisconsin does not have quite the large dominating metropolitan area and surrounding
suburbs that Minnesota and Washington State do (Figure 11). As such, the representation of urban
and rural in Wisconsin appears to be somewhere between Minnesota/Washington and Montana.
5.2.4 Gender
Considering all of the data points, a large majority of survey respondents identified themselves as
women, with a 63% to 37% split. Hence, the population obtained for this research project is biased
towards responses from women as compared with the entire U.S. population where women
represent 50.9% (56).
5.2.5 Racial Identity & Ethnicity
Table 14 presents the percentage of each racial group in the overall sample, the Millennial sample,
and across the nation.
Table 14: Racial Representation of Overall Sample, Millennial Sample, and National
Representation
Racial Identity

Overall
Sample

Millennial
Sample

National
Representation

American Indian/Alaska Native

4.1%

4.8%

0.9%

Asian

2.9%

3.8%

5%

Black/African American

3.2%

4.2%

13%

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander

0.7%

0.9%

0.2%

White/Caucasian

84.5%

81.7%

72%

Table 14 shows that for the American Indian/Alaska Native and Native Hawaiian or other Pacific
Islander racial groups, the sample obtained is slightly larger than the national average.
Furthermore, the Millennial sample, likely in part because of the greater propensity for this
generation to be multi-racial and also as a reflection of the higher sample size, shows a larger nonWhite/Caucasian sample size.
However, as a whole, the sample is predominately
White/Caucasian. This needs to be taken into account when considering the outcomes. For
example, Lachman and Brett (2) reported a greater interest by Hispanic and Black/African
American respondents for walkability.
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In addition, the overall data set had just 5.4% of the survey respondents identifying ethnically as
Hispanic/Latino, with only a slightly higher representation in the Millennial sample at 7.3%. At
the national level, approximately 17.6% of the population identifies as Hispanic/Latino (57).
5.2.6 Level of Educational Attainment
The Millennial generation is said to be one of the most educated generations ( (29), (44)). The
current time period is called the “Information Age;” therefore, it is no surprise that obtaining a
high level of education is valued.
Millennials responding to this survey ranged in age from 18 to 32. Therefore, some may be in the
process of completing higher levels of education. However, looking at the data for this study
which represents both Millennials in urban and rural areas, the Millennial generation does not seem
to be more educated than the other generations. In fact, there is a larger representation by the
Millennial generation in the “8th Grade” and “Some High School” categories when compared with
Generation X and the Baby Boomer generations. Note, however, that the sample sizes for the
latter two generations were smaller than the one for the Millennial generation.

Figure 12: Percentage of Survey Respondents Highest Level of Educational Attainment by
Generation
It may not be surprising that some Millennial respondents chose the “Some High School” category,
as 18 year old respondents have the potential to choose this option. However, the “8th Grade”
percentage is greater for Millennials as compared with other generations. In addition, while some
of the “Some College” category may end up switching to the “Bachelor’s Degree” category as they
complete the degree, it is interesting to note that the “Master’s Degree” and “Doctoral Degree”
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categories have significantly smaller percentages for Millennials as compared to the other
generations. It is possible that some of those who have completed their “Bachelor’s Degrees” may
then switch categories; however, even if some of the respondents from “Some College” then switch
to the “Bachelor’s Degree” category, it appears as if the Millennials are no more educated than the
other generations. Therefore, either the data sample only captured highly educated survey
respondents for Generation X, Baby Boomers and Depression & War Babies, or the Millennial
generation as a whole is not as highly educated as other studies report when including Millennials
living in rural areas. It could instead be that those living in urban areas have a higher level of
education as compared to those living in rural areas. The real question then becomes, do
Millennials in urban areas have a higher level of educational attainment than those in rural areas?
In the past, the ability to obtain a job in industry was often associated with a good paying job that
did not require much if any education beyond high school. Many individuals in these positions
constituted the “Middle Class.” In addition, many employers of industrial jobs provided job
training as needed. With a large amount of industry being sent overseas, these jobs are no longer
available, thereby reducing the Middle Class. Now, there can be a limited number of good paying
jobs unless the person attains a higher level of education. The Middle Class is said to be a thing
of the past as a result of the lack of industrial jobs in today’s society, and the results of this study
seem to support that perception.
Looking only at the Millennial data, Figure 13 shows that the majority of respondents currently
have achieved “Some College” or a higher level of education. (Note: urban and rural discussed
below are defined by the survey respondent, as shown in Table 11.) It is interesting to note that the
proportion of Millennials in rural as compared with urban areas who have achieved a high school
level of education is almost opposite of the proportion that achieved a “Bachelor’s Degree.” This
would imply that living in an urban environment allows, or maybe requires, a Millennial to achieve
a higher level of education. In addition, a higher proportion of Millennials in rural areas have
achieved an “Associate’s Degree” as compared with those in urban areas.
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Figure 13: Urban and Rural Millennials by Level of Educational Attainment
Figure 14 shows the indicated highest level of education for Millennials by state. Recall that since
the counts for the number of survey respondents by state are approximately equal, there is not a
need to show the results in terms of the total number of counts from each state.
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Figure 14: Millennial Level of Educational Attainment by State
There are a few interesting things to note from Figure 14. First, the states of Montana and
Washington have higher numbers of respondents who have stopped their education at “8th Grade”
and “Some High School.” Again, for “Some High School,” it is possible that these respondents
are finishing school. The results consistently show that residents of rural areas seem to have a
lower level of education; whether or not that is representative of access or the need for the types
of employment is another discussion. Another interesting aspect to note is the high number of
respondents from Montana who indicated that they achieved a “High School Diploma/GED.”
Interestingly enough, the other higher education level categories typically have a lower number of
respondents for Montana when compared with most of the other states. This could indicate that to
live in Montana, based on the data thus far, either access, the need, or the encouragement to obtain
higher levels of education is not as prevalent as compared with other states. Two explanations can
be provided to potentially explain this difference. First, when compared with the other states,
Montana is clearly more rural in nature. In addition, as shown in Section 5.13, the Montana data
is not as clustered around a large city within the state like it is in particular for Minnesota and
Washington. However, again, as compared with the other states, Montana does not have a
dominating metropolitan area.
5.2.7 Student Loans
A larger percentage of Millennial survey respondents reported having student loans when
compared with Generation X and Baby Boomers, particularly in the $20,000 to $49,999 category
(Figure 15 & Figure 16). This is expected as Generation X, and in particular, Baby Boomers would
be expected to have paid off their student loans by this point in their life cycle.
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Figure 15: Percentage of Urban Survey Respondents with Student Loans by Generation

Figure 16: Percentage of Rural Survey Respondents with Student Loans by Generation
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In addition, just over 10% more Millennials in rural areas reported not having any student loans as
compared with their urban counterparts, and more rural Millennials reported having smaller
amounts of student loans ($1 to $4,999) as compared to their urban counterparts (Figure 17). In
contrast, for all of the larger student loan categories ($5,000 to $9,999; $10,000 to $19,999;
$20,000 to $49,999; $50,000 to $74,999; and $75,000 or more), there was always a higher
percentage of urban Millennial survey respondents.

Figure 17: Percentage of Millennials with Student Loans, Urban vs. Rural

5.2.8 Household Income
Survey respondents were asked to report their household income. Figure 18 shows the reported
categories of income for urban and rural areas across generations.
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Urban

Rural

Figure 18: Urban vs. Rural Annual Household Income
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It shows that the majority of respondents fall into two income categories, “$20,000 to $49,999”
and “50,000 to $74,999” in both urban and rural areas. In general, there appears to be a curve with
the largest portion represented by these two income categories in both rural and urban
environments. However, the exception are Millennials in rural areas who earn “Less than
$20,000.” There is more representation in this income category, which exceeds the general trend
for the rural area. It also appears that those Millennials who are earning the most are living in
urban areas, as the proportion of Millennials earning $150,000 or more exceeded the other
generational cohorts in earning.
The research team took a more in-depth look at the locations of Millennials who earned less than
$20,000, both in urban and rural areas, using the provided zip code.
Figure 19 shows that the majority of Millennial respondents earning less than $20,000 live in nonMSA areas. However, the states of Montana and Washington have a greater number of Millennials
falling within this category who live in MSA areas.
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Figure 19: Location of Millennials Earning Less Than $20,000

5.3 Transportation
Eleven of the sixty questions from the survey were categorized within the transportation category.
They are: 1) travel information, 2) transportation modes used in a typical week, 3) preferred
transportation modes for work, school and recreation trips, 4) public transportation – factor in
current residence, appeal, timeliness, 5) bicycle – factor in current residence, proximity to leisure
bicycling, need for more facilities, 6) need for more public transportation, 7) open answer question
regarding need for more public transportation, 8) need for more bicycling facilities, 9) open answer
question regarding need for more bicycling facilities, 10) need for more sidewalks, and 11) open
answer question regarding need for more sidewalks. The following sections present the most
important findings for these questions; additional details can be found in Mobility Mindset of
Millennials in Small Urban and Rural Areas: Technical Memorandum, Survey Findings –
Transportation (54).
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5.3.1 Travel Information
Considering all types of travel information sources used by Millennials, Generation X and Baby
Boomers, it appears that Millennials and Generation X prefer emerging, dynamic technologies
(smartphone) whereas Baby Boomers tended to prefer more static, less interactive technologies
(desktop/laptop, standalone GPS, TV). Figure 20 shows that the smartphone is the most popular
travel information source for the Millennial and Generation X generations. Baby Boomers
reported a desktop/laptop as their preferred source for travel information.

Figure 20: Urban vs. Rural Use of Smartphone for Travel Information by Generations
511 and DOT social media were reported as two of the least used travel information sources by all
generational cohorts. However, there are clear benefits to a DOT in being able to use such a source
for emergency information dissemination, as was done during Hurricane Sandy (52). While
Twitter was not reported as a heavily utilized source within the survey results for this study, it
would be of interest to include a state like New York in a future study, to identify if the reported
Twitter use would be different, particularly after events like Hurricane Sandy may have potentially
motivated non-social media users to adopt them. The results from this study could potentially
reflect the rapidly changing interest in social media platforms. To further incentivize the younger
generation to use their social media, a DOT might want to consider Row’s (51) recommendations
by creating rewards, badges and acknowledgements to engage them.
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5.3.2 Transportation, Typical Week
Figure 21 through Figure 23 show the reported modes of transportation used by a survey
respondent for each successive generation in a typical week (Note: Each survey respondent may
choose more than one mode). The figures show that Millennials reported using a wider variety of
modes. The figures also show that the adoption of emerging mode options (e.g., Rideshare,
Carshare), in general, decreases with the older generational cohorts. This result is consistent with
a Washington Post article, which was based on a more recent Pew Research Center report
indicating that “young, well-educated, well-off and urban” are descriptors for the most frequent
Uber and Lyft users (58). Finally, the figures show that regardless of generation, there is more of
a dependency on the automobile reported by rural survey respondents when compared with their
urban counterparts. Yet, when comparing modes, the automobile is still the preferred mode;
similar findings were concluded by Lachman and Brett (2), even when survey respondents of that
study indicated a preference for walkability.

Figure 21: Urban and Rural Millennials, Typical Transportation Modes Used in a Week
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Figure 22: Urban and Rural Generation X, Typical Transportation Modes Used in a Week
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Figure 23: Urban and Rural Baby Boomers, Typical Transportation Modes Used in a
Week

5.3.3 Preferred Mode of Transportation
In addition to asking survey respondents what type of transportation they took in a typical week,
survey respondents were asked to identify the mode of transportation that they would prefer for 1)
work, 2) shopping and 3) recreation. A survey respondent was only allowed to choose one mode
for each trip type.
For a work trip, of the three generations, Baby Boomers had the most consistent responses between
the urban and rural respondents within their generation with almost the same percentage of each
choosing automobile, possibly reflecting fewer demands that this generation faces at this point in
their life cycle along with potentially reflecting those that have already retired (Figure 26). This
finding is in contrast with the Millennials and Generation X, where a higher percentage reported
preferring an automobile to travel to work (Figure 24 & Figure 25). Interestingly, a larger
percentage of Baby Boomers also reported preferring to walk as compared with the younger
generational cohorts. This could also reflect the Baby Boomer generation that is still employed
having more choice in where they work. Of the three generations, the Millennial generation
showed the greatest difference between their urban respondents and the urban respondents of other
generations in that these respondents reported a wider variety of transportation modes as their
preferred mode to work.
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Figure 24: Urban and Rural Millennials, Preferred Mode for Work
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Figure 25: Urban and Rural Generation X, Preferred Mode for Work
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Figure 26: Urban and Rural Baby Boomers, Preferred Mode for Work
Only Millennials and Generation X were analyzed for their reported mode of travel for school, as
very few Baby Boomers reported being students. Comparing the Millennials to Generation X
shows a substantial difference between survey respondents’ preferred modes (Figure 27 & Figure
28). Millennials reported preferring a wider variety of modes. In addition, there was a more
pronounced difference between Millennials as compared with Generation X survey respondents
when comparing the percentage of urban vs. rural survey respondents reporting that they preferred
to use an automobile to travel to school.
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Figure 27: Urban and Rural Millennials, Preferred Mode for School

Figure 28: Urban and Rural Generation X, Preferred Mode for School
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When looking at Figure 24, Figure 25, Figure 27, and Figure 28, it appears that Generation X has
more of an interest than Millennials in bicycling for work and school (e.g. utilitarian trips).
Millennials, particularly urban Millennials, appear to view bicycling as one of their preferred
modes for recreation (Figure 29). Similarly, whereas fewer Millennials appeared to prefer the bus
when compared with Generation X for utilitarian modes, when it comes to recreation, a larger
percentage of Millennials indicated a preference for the bus when recreating (Figure 24, Figure
25, Figure 27, Figure 28, Figure 29, & Figure 30). When it comes to recreation, both urban and
rural Baby Boomers seem to prefer the automobile (Figure 31). In addition, the percentage of both
urban and rural Baby Boomers indicating a preference for the automobile for recreation purposes
is only slightly less than those indicating a preference for it for work purposes (Figure 26 & Figure
31).

Figure 29: Urban and Rural Millennials, Preferred Mode for Recreation
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Figure 30: Urban and Rural Generation X, Preferred Mode for Recreation
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Figure 31: Urban and Rural Baby Boomers, Preferred Mode for Recreation

5.3.4 Public Transportation
Overall, the results show that across generations, both urban and rural, the presence of public
transportation does not influence where survey respondents chose to live.
The majority of rural survey respondents across generations reported that public transportation is
not appealing where they live. In contrast, across generations, the majority of urban survey
respondents indicated that they “Agree” that public transportation presents some appeal where
they live. Similar results were found when survey respondents were asked if they are able to get
to where they wanted to go using public transportation and their opinion regarding the timeliness
of public transportation.
5.3.5 Bike
Similar to the findings for public transportation, the ability to bike for everyday travel and the
proximity to leisure bicycling opportunities were not found to influence the choice of where one
lives. In contrast, the results were more variable when survey respondents were asked whether
where they lived provided them with the opportunity to bike; however, there is still a bias towards
disagreement. However, considering that previous questions showed that few survey respondents
reported bicycling in an average week, there is likely some bias in that those who do not bike on a
regular basis may feel that that bicycle facilities are sufficient. If some life event (e.g. a car crash
resulting in the need for their car to be in the shop) would result in them needing to bicycle for a
week, these same respondents might have a different opinion.
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5.3.6 More Public Transportation, Bicycling and Walking Service Provisions
Overall, survey respondents reported a preference for additional public transportation provisions
followed by sidewalks, followed by bicycling facilities. Among Millennials and Generation X,
urban survey respondents reported a greater interest in each active transportation mode type (public
transportation, bicycling, walking), than rural survey respondents. However, the opposite was true
for Baby Boomers. This could potentially reflect that Baby Boomers, as they move towards
retirement and the challenges of driving as they age, may be more open to active transportation
modes to maintain their independence. When questioned about their valuation of independence,
Baby Boomers reported valuing their independence more significantly than other generations.
5.3.7 Transportation Summary
As compared with previous generations, Millennials are using the automobile less. They seem to
be making use of technologies that provide better information and more transportation options.
However, there is a need to better understand specific differences in preferences between the
Millennial generation and Generation X. For example, Generation X appears to have a greater
interest in bicycling, particularly in rural areas. Baby Boomers, as a whole, seem to be making
use of the technologies that they are comfortable with, which tend to be less dynamic. In addition,
those who are not interested in additional alternative transportation provisions seem to indicate
that they either do not use them or that they believe there are enough. Their responses hint that
they do not see the value in investing money into more bike lanes, bike paths, sidewalks or
additional public transportation service.
5.4 Lifestyle
The remaining thirty-nine of the sixty questions from the survey (grouped in the following fourteen
sub-sections) were categorized within the lifestyle category. They are: 1) student status, 2) days
of travel to school, 3) one-way travel distance to school, 4) employment-related questions like
number of days worked, number of days traveled to work, hours worked at a job, distance to travel
to place of employment, 5) social media, 6) agreement questions related to connecting to internet,
variety of transportation choices, influences of cost on travel, influences of distance on mode
choice, online shopping, and walkability, 7) number of vehicles, 8) vehicle ownership status, 9)
preference for new technology, sociability, price, technology, valuation of independence, valuation
of local/authentic, and environment, 10) household internet, 11) moving status, 12) number in
household, 13) number of children in household, and 14) living situation. Highlights of these
questions are presented in the following sections. More detailed information can be found in the
Mobility Mindset of Millennials in Small Urban and Rural Areas: Technical Memorandum, Survey
Findings – Lifestyle (55).
5.4.1 Student Status, Days of Travel to School, Distance of Travel to School
Among Millennial survey respondents, 58.7% reported possessing an Associate’s Degree or higher
or identified themselves as students. This was comparable to the percentage of Generation X
survey respondents, where 56.6% of the 385 Generation X survey respondents reported attaining
an Associate’s Degree or higher or reporting that they are students. In contrast, 49.5% of the Baby
Boomer generation and 48.1% of the Depression & War Baby generation reported having an
Associate’s Degree or higher or reported that they are students. Therefore, as a whole, the
Millennial generation is the most educated generation; however, Generation X is not that different
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based on the data collected for this study. This could, in part, reflect the variability associated with
the definition of the birth years of the Millennial generation. In contrast, the older generations, the
Baby Boomers and Depression & War Babies, have a small percentage of their survey respondents
reporting an Associate’s Degree or higher or who identified themselves as students.
In general, a higher percentage of urban Millennials indicated that they were students when
compared with their rural counterparts. Washington State was the only exception; the percentage
of urban Millennial survey respondents in Washington State was smaller when compared with the
other three states. The lowest percentage of Millennial survey respondents indicating that they are
students was reported by rural Millennials in Montana. Considering only Millennials that reported
taking courses online, on average 66% lived in rural area types whereas 32% lived in urban area
types. For those respondents who traveled to school, urban Millennial survey respondents tended
to report living in close proximity (less than or equal to 10 miles) to their educational institution.
Urban Millennials also indicated a preference for walking to school, which is consistent with the
findings by Kamargianni and Polydoropoulou (27) where a large percentage of students who lived
in close proximity to school chose to walk. In contrast, Millennial survey respondents in rural
areas typically reported living within more medium distances (5 to 10 miles, 10 to 15 miles).
Just over ninety-one percent of Generation X survey respondents indicated that they were not
students. More Generation X survey respondents who indicated that they were students reported
taking courses online as compared with Millennials (Figure 32).

Figure 32: Days of Travel to School, Percentage of Millennials & Generation X
In addition, fewer Generation X survey respondents reported being 5-day-a-week students as
compared with Millennials, potentially hinting that they tend to not be full-time students. Most
Generation X students reported traveling 10 to 15 miles to attend school.
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Finally, approximately ninety-nine percent of Baby Boomer survey respondents indicated that they
were not students.
5.4.2 Employment Status
More urban Millennial survey respondents reported being employed as compared with rural
Millennial survey respondents (71% to 66%). However, the same percentage of urban and rural
Millennial survey respondents reported being unemployed. This could mean that there are more
job opportunities in urban areas, as it is expected that the difference would be accounted for in the
stay-at-home parent, retired and other categories. In fact, it was found that 12% of urban
Millennials as compared with 16% of rural Millennials reported being stay-at-home parents, which
just about accounts for the 5% difference in reported employment. It is important to keep in mind
that a larger percentage of the survey respondents were female as compared with male, and while
sharing of household responsibilities has increased over time, women still tend to take on a large
portion of the household and child care duties.
The data showed that, as expected, the older generations indicated a greater level of retirement,
mostly represented within the Baby Boomer and Depression & War Baby generations. In addition,
a large percentage of Millennials and Generation X respondents indicated that they are stay-athome-parents with only a small percentage of survey respondents indicating as such in the two
older generations. Finally, while survey respondents within Generation X and less so within the
Baby Boomer generation reported being unemployed, the highest percentage of survey
respondents across all area types that indicated that they are unemployed was found within the
Millennial generation, ranging from 11% to approximately 17%.
From a survey construction stand point, additional information was not collected from some survey
respondents who were employed because they chose “Other” and indicated that they were
employed “Part-Time,” even though this was addressed if this same survey respondent had chosen
“Employed.” Therefore, it seems that providing “Full Time Employed” and “Part-Time
Employed” is preferable. Much discussion had gone into this nuance during the development of
the survey.
Other surveys reviewed in the development phase of the survey instrument did not include a
category for “Disabled” ( (6), (29), (59), & (60)). However, almost 1.6% of survey respondents
self-identified as “Disabled.” There are potentially some survey respondents who choose other
categories that were presented to them for this question that could have identified as “Disabled” in
addition to the category that they chose. Thus, for future surveys, it is recommended that such a
category be included to better inform their transportation needs. More details regarding an analysis
of these results can be found in Transportation Preferences, Lifestyle Characteristics of SelfIdentified Disabled Survey Respondents (61).
5.4.3 Number of Jobs
The data indicated that when comparing the percentage of all employed Millennial survey
respondents in urban areas to rural areas, a larger proportion of employed rural Millennials
reported working more than one job (Figure 33). This could potentially indicate that the pay
associated with a single job in a rural environment is lower, thereby requiring a Millennial living
in this area to work more than one job to live the quality of life desired.
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Figure 33: Share of Employed Millennials Working 1, 2, or 3 Jobs in Urban and Rural
Areas
When looking at the data across all area types, of those Millennials reporting working one, two,
and three jobs, there appear to be an unusually high number of Millennials in “Small Cities” that
reported working three jobs.
For each job, survey respondents were asked how many days in a week they traveled to work. One
option that was provided was “0; I telecommute from home everyday.” Therefore, these results
do not take into account those who may telecommute from home for some portion of the days that
they work each week. Just under three percent of all survey respondents who indicated that they
were employed (46 of 1,541) indicated that they telecommuted to their primary place of
employment.
5.4.4 Social Media
The results show that Facebook is the social media platform used “Frequently” by the largest
percentage of survey respondents. Snapchat, Instagram, Twitter, Tumblr, LinkedIn, Flickr and
MySpace were the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth most popular social media
sources, respectively.
As a whole, for all social media, Millennials had the highest percentage of survey respondents
indicating that they “Frequently” used social media. In contrast, Baby Boomers, for all types of
social media, had the lowest percentage of survey respondents reporting use of any type.
Typically, Generation X was somewhere in between. This coincides well with findings by the
Pew Research Center (62).
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One trend was noticed across several of the social media types. For Twitter, Tumblr, Instagram,
and Snapchat, there was greater use by urban than rural survey respondents, and there was
decreasing use from the Millennial generation to Generation X to the Baby Boomer generation.
The percentage of respondents indicating use for Facebook did not follow this behavior, as
Generation X had a higher percentage of rural survey respondents indicating that they used
Facebook as compared with their urban counterparts. The researchers suggest that this pattern is
observed because these individuals may have obtained their bachelor’s degree and then moved to
the suburbs to start a family. Little can be said about LinkedIn, MySpace, or Flickr, as few survey
respondents reported frequently using these social media types.
5.4.5 Level of Agreement
When asked about their level of agreement related to the importance of staying connected to one’s
phone and/or the internet, Millennials and Generation X indicated a significantly stronger level of
agreement as compared with Baby Boomers. This coincides with what Schwieterman (8)
discusses, in that Millennials put a high value on remaining connected. In addition, when looking
just at Millennials, this seemed to be particularly true of urban Millennials, who reported more
strongly agreeing with the statement when compared with their rural counterparts. Therefore, there
is a difference between urban and rural Millennials from this standpoint. This result could
potentially reflect the challenges with cell phone reception in more rural areas.
Baby Boomers and rural Millennials reported a greater level of disagreement when they were asked
whether or not they felt that they had a variety of transportation options that would allow them to
get to where they needed to go. It was a bit surprising that when comparing generations, Baby
Boomers were found to disagree more; it was expected that Millennials would disagree more. This
may indicate that the locations where Baby Boomers currently live do not provide as many
transportation options as they desire and that urban Millennials are already located where they feel
they have a variety of transportation options. Or, it could indicate that Baby Boomers either do
not know about their other transportation options or feel that their level of service makes them
undesirable.
Millennials reported a slightly higher sensitivity to the cost of transportation as compared with
Generation X and the Baby Boomers, particularly those in urban areas. This result is consistent
with findings by Sakaria and Stehfest (6) who reported that cost is one of the most important values
for urban Millennial mode choice. This could potentially be tied to the fact that, on average, 46%
of urban Millennials reported having student loans as compared with 35% of rural Millennials.
With less discretionary income, Millennials may view owning and operating a vehicle, which can
be pricy in more urban areas, as a luxury, not a necessity.
Survey respondents were asked regarding their level of agreement of the influence of distance
when traveling to 1) work, 2) shopping, and 3) recreation. Overall, while the differences were not
extreme, the most pronounced differences in responses were associated with the work trip. Work
trips tend to be necessities. So, as transportation planners and engineers, trying to address needs
associated with this trip will likely bring the most benefits. The results show that Millennials
reported a greater influence regarding the distance to work on how they travel as compared with
Generation X and the Baby Boomer generations. Furthermore, urban Millennials reported
agreeing more strongly than their rural counterparts that distance to work influenced their mode
choice. This result likely, in part, reflects the more limited transportation choices typically
available to rural residents.
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Survey respondents were asked about their level of agreement with the walkability of their
environment. Overall, few survey respondents reported a strong agreement that their environment
is walkable, although Millennials had the highest percentage. Baby Boomers most significantly
reported that their environment was not walkable. As a whole, considering questions that asked
about modes of choice including this one, it seems that there is an interest by Baby Boomers for
more opportunities to walk. However, when asked about adding sidewalks to create such
environments (Question 44), they seemed less interested. Therefore, there may be a need for
research to better understand how their environment could be made more walkable. In addition,
when looking only at Millennial respondents, those in rural environments showed a high level of
disagreement regarding the walkability of their environment (Question 37). However, when asked
about their interest in having more walkable infrastructure (Question 44), the responses indicated
that they did not see the value. Therefore, it could be implied that rural Millennials believe their
environments are not very walkable, but they do not see value in changing that.
5.4.6 Number of Vehicles
Overall, across all generations, the majority of survey respondents reported having two vehicles,
with one vehicle and then three vehicles being the next two frequently reported counts.
As expected, for all generations the greatest percentage of survey respondents reporting
households without vehicles are in the largest urban areas. In addition, the area types that might
more generally be considered suburbs, thereby implying lower density, have the least
representation of zero-vehicle households. More interestingly, Millennials reported across all area
types (e.g., big, dense, city; big-city suburb; lower-density city; suburb of lower-density city; small
city; small town; outlying rural area) households that have zero vehicles. This either is a reflection
of choice or income level. Finally, whereas the limited data on Depression & War Babies often
does not show interesting results, for this question, there was a very large percentage of survey
respondents in “Big-City Suburbs” that reported a zero-vehicle household. One might expect that
these individuals would have a dependence on others for transportation, which highlights the need
for addressing such transportation challenges.

5.4.7 Vehicle Ownership Status
Millennials, when compared with other generational cohorts, had the lowest percentage of survey
respondents who indicated that they owned a vehicle. However, they also reported the highest
percentage of survey respondents who 1) have regular access to a vehicle that someone else owns
or 2) have plans to buy a vehicle in the near future. This would seem to contradict the literature
that indicates that Millennials “prefer” public transportation.
While relatively consistent, there is some indication that rural Millennials are more dependent
upon a vehicle than urban Millennials (Figure 34).
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Figure 34: Urban vs. Rural Millennial Vehicle Ownership
This finding is particularly evident in the categories of “I currently lease a vehicle,” “I don’t
currently own a vehicle but have plans to buy one in the next 1 to 2 years,” and “I don’t currently
own a vehicle and have no plans to lease or buy one in the immediate future.” The first two
categories possibly represent respondents who currently lack the finances to afford a vehicle, but
who have an interest in owning one. Rural Millennials showed a preference for these categories
as compared with their urban counterparts. The third category provides an indication of wanting
to use modes other than a vehicle for transportation, and for this category, there is greater interest
from urban Millennials than rural Millennials, which likely reflects the greater number of
transportation options available to Millennials. Therefore, again, there is a hint that urban
Millennials have a different mobility mindset and financial resources as compared with rural
Millennials.
5.4.8 Describe Values
Survey respondents were asked to indicate how well a statement described them. When asked if
they liked doing things that are new and different and when asked about how sociable they were,
there did not seem to be significant differences between generations or when comparing urban and
rural Millennials.
When asked about buying for quality, as compared with price, there was definitely a difference
between Millennials and the Baby Boomer generation – Millennials reported placing a larger value
on quality over price. When looking at just the Millennial survey respondents, those in urban areas
placed a slightly greater value on quality over price when compared with rural Millennials.
When asked whether they valued products with the latest technology, Millennials reported the
greatest interest in the latest technology as compared with Generation X and the Baby Boomers.
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This was particularly pronounced in the “Does not describe me category,” as the Baby Boomers
had the greatest percentage choosing this category. More interestingly, when looking at urban vs.
rural Millennial survey respondents, rural Millennials reported both a strong level of agreement
and disagreement, with more urban Millennials choosing the indecisive “Somewhat Describes
Me.”
When asked about their valuation of their independence above all else, the Baby Boomer
generation had the highest percentage of respondents reporting that it described them very well.
This is somewhat surprising considering that there is a perception that Millennials are fiercely
independent (see Twenge (4)). However, it could potentially hint at Baby Boomers getting older
and realizing that their ability to be independent as they age may be challenged. The Baby
Boomers also slightly edged out the other generations in their disagreement with this statement as
well, showing again that Baby Boomers, as compared with the younger generations, seem to
definitively choose positive or negative, as compared with the in-between category. This seems
to hint at the state of life that the Baby Boomers are in; they might be less open to change or to
considering an alternative view. When looking at the urban vs. rural Baby Boomer responses, the
urban Baby Boomers were found to agree whereas the rural Baby Boomers were found to disagree
with their valuation of independence. Even more interestingly, rural Millennials seem to exhibit
somewhat similar behavior to that of Baby Boomers, as they had a larger percentage of respondents
agreeing or disagreeing with their valuation of independence, whereas urban Millennials often
chose the indecisive, “Somewhat Describes Me” category.
Overall, generations reported consistently in their agreement with their valuation of local/authentic
experiences, except that fewer Baby Boomers choose the in-between category and instead
indicated that they felt that valuing local/authentic experiences did not describe them well.
Because of this difference, the Baby Boomer generation was looked at more specifically; while
the urban Baby Boomers were either indecisive or disagreed, the rural Baby Boomers reported a
valuation of local/authentic by almost 10% more than their urban counterparts.
Millennials reported valuing the environment more when compared with the other generations.
Interestingly, this was the only category in which Millennials had the lowest percentage of
respondents choosing the in-between category. This implies that Millennials are more decisive in
their opinion regarding their value of the environment as compared with the other statements they
were asked about. This result could be somewhat reflective of the “life-cycle effect” (see Pew
Research Center report (29)). While the differences are minimal, it appears that the urban
Millennials agree slightly more whereas rural Millennials reported a slightly greater disagreement.
5.4.9 Household Internet
An average of 94% of Millennials reported having household internet. The only variation was
reported by Wisconsin Millennials in “Big, Dense Cities,” where less than 80% reported having
household internet access. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that a large number of
Wisconsin respondents may be students living in urban areas who are using internet provided
through their educational institution.
Looking at all respondents, approximately 90% of survey respondents reported having household
internet. In addition, although there was limited data from the Depression & War Baby generation,
there were about 20% fewer Depression & War Baby survey respondents in small towns who
reported having household internet.
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5.4.10 Moving
Approximately 20% of both urban and rural Millennials indicated that they anticipated moving
within each of the first three categories of response options (within 1 year, 1 to 2 years, or 2 to 3
years). (Note: Move was not defined, therefore, moving could constitute moving from one
residence to another in the same zip code, or it could mean moving to a rural area or even out-ofstate.) There was an exception of urban Millennials planning to move within 1 year, which was
slightly greater than the others). This percentage jumped to just under 30% when asked about a
longer time frame, 4 years or more. This time frame was presented as a response option in order
to compare it to a 3 to 4 year time frame, because many students often take 4 years to complete
their education.
Generation X showed similar results. For the first three moving categories, about 16% of
respondents in urban areas and 9% in rural areas on average indicated that they anticipated moving.
For the long-term category, a 4% increase was seen as compared with only a 1% increase for urban
vs. rural Generation X survey respondents. Only about 4% of Baby Boomer survey respondents
indicated that they anticipated moving in the near future categories (within 1 year, 1 to 2 years, 2
to 3 years) as compared to 7% in the long-term category (4 or more years). Depression & War
Baby survey responses seemed to vary, likely representative of a smaller sample size.
As a whole, a greater percentage of urban survey respondents reported an expectation of moving
than their rural counterparts. Because of the ambiguity of the question (which was selected to keep
the question consistent across all survey respondents), these results could be representative of the
high percentage of Millennials that are renting, which could require them to move frequently. We
would expect to see this more in urban areas.
5.4.11 Number in Household, Children in Household, Living Situation
Survey respondents reported anywhere from one to twenty people living in their household, with
the largest number reporting that they live in two-person households. However, when looking at
just Millennials, two, three and four person households were approximately equally common.
On average, across all area types, about 50% of Millennial households reported no children in their
household. Therefore, since the household size categories are about equal for two, three and fourperson households, it does not seem that all of the three and four person households reported by
Millennials consist of children. This would imply that they are either living with their parents or
roommates. In fact, when asked about their living situation, approximately 35% of Millennial
survey respondents reported 1) living with parents or family or 2) living with roommates. When
looking at urban vs. rural Millennial survey respondents, a slightly greater percentage of urban
survey respondents reported living with roommates. A result that was a bit surprising was that
almost 40% of Millennials survey respondents indicated that they were married. Popular media
would seem to imply that few Millennials are married, and this does not seem to be the case.
However, when compared with Generation X and Baby Boomers, this is comparably small as just
under 65% of those generations reported being married. This comparison also shows that the
largest difference between generations was reported for the living with parents/family category,
with Millennials reporting this category almost two and a half times more than the other
generations. Another notable find, consistent with concerns identified in the literature, is that
Depression & War Babies had the largest percentage of survey respondents reporting that they
lived alone. Considering that this generation may have physical limitations reducing their ability
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to drive, providing opportunities for this generation to travel to desired destinations and interact
with others is important to their well-being, thereby highlighting the importance of considering
what transportation options are available for this generation.
5.5 Comparing Preferred Modes to Modes Used in a Typical Week
Questions 35 and 36 were crafted to gain an understanding of how one’s preferred mode relates to
how a survey respondent would prefer to travel. According to the literature review findings, the
Millennial generation prefers to make use of a variety of modes of transportation. Considering
that transportation systems throughout the United States still tend to be designed for the
automobile, the researchers anticipated that Millennials might be more likely to report a preferred
mode that is different than what they have identified using in a typical week. To try to gain an
understanding as to whether or not survey respondents are satisfied with the modes currently
available to them, the researchers compared the modes a survey respondent indicated they used in
an average week (Question 35) with the mode that they indicated they would prefer to take to 1)
work, 2) school, and 3) recreational activities. If the mode that they preferred for one of the trip
purposes was not identified as one they had actually used within an average week, the researchers
concluded that there is a possibility that the survey respondent may be interested in taking a mode
that is not currently available to them. Findings were that some respondents did in fact choose a
preferred mode that was not reported as a mode they took in a typical week. Figure 35 shows the
percentage of Millennial, Generation X, and Baby Boomer respondents that preferred a mode of
travel that was not used in their typical weekly travel.
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Figure 35: Percent of Respondents, Preferring a Currently Unreported Mode by
Generation and Trip Purpose
For all trip purposes, a significantly greater percentage of Baby Boomers’ preferred mode was
found to be represented in a mode they reported using in an average week, as shown by the
relatively small bar charts in (Figure 35) (e.g., more than 90% of both urban and rural Baby
Boomers reported using the automobile). This would imply that Baby Boomers would be less
likely to see the need for additional transportation mode options. In contrast, the percent of
Millennials and Generation X survey respondents choosing a mode not represented in their weekly
travel was about twice as many Baby Boomers. One important note regarding this analysis, is that
this difference could also to some degree reflect the Baby Boomer generation survey respondents
not understanding that they could choose a “preferred” mode that may not be available to them.
Looking only at the Millennial generation, it appears that survey respondents from Montana are
more satisfied with the modes available to them (Figure 36).
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Figure 36: Percentage of Millennial Respondents That Would Prefer to Use a Mode Not
Currently Used, by State
This finding is interesting in that Montana is more rural than other states included in the study, so
there is an expectation that survey respondents may have fewer modes of travel, particularly public
transportation options available to them. For each category, Minnesota and Washington State
survey respondents reported a preference for a mode that is not currently used by them in their
weekly travel. Figure 35 also shows that there seems to be a greater dissatisfaction with the modes
available for traveling to school and recreational activities. Interestingly, the two modes that were
identified by Millennial respondents as being preferred are automobile and carpool. This result
ties back to the Millennial survey respondents indicating to a greater degree when compared with
Generation X or Baby Boomers, that they wanted to purchase a vehicle in the next one to two years
(Question 47). Therefore, again, it does not seem that Millennials are as interested in “car-free”
lifestyles as has been portrayed in the media.
Similar to the Millennials, Generation X survey respondents in Montana are consistent in reporting
that the mode they prefer is also a mode they identified as using in an average week (Figure 37).
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Figure 37: Percentage of Generation X Respondents That Would Prefer to Use a Mode Not
Currently Used
Interestingly, Generation X survey respondents in Minnesota and Washington indicated a
preference for using the bus when traveling to school. Again, it seems that more Generation X
survey respondents seem to have a preference for non-automobile modes than the Millennials.
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Figure 38: Percentage of Baby Boomer Respondents That Would Prefer to Use a Mode Not
Currently Used
Few Baby Boomers reported being students. Therefore, “To School” is not reported. Overall, as
shown by multiple bar graphs being at or near zero, Baby Boomers consistently reported that their
preferred modes are the same ones they use in a typical week (Figure 38). Again, Baby Boomer
survey respondents may not have realized that they could have chosen a mode that is currently not
available to them. However, if they did understand this, then, when compared with the younger
generations, it would imply that the current transportation system was designed with the Baby
Boomer preferences in mind.
5.6 Geographic Preference for Public Transportation, Bicycling, and Walking
Survey respondents were asked whether or not they would like 1) additional public transportation,
2) more bicycle infrastructure and 3) more sidewalks. The question assumed that survey
respondents would understand the connection between having more infrastructure and the ability
to use these modes. The earlier results looked at the responses by generation and compared urban
vs. rural. Here, we look at the spatial response, to see if any further conclusions can be drawn.
First, the researchers looked for a pattern based on each individual response (Figure 39).
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Figure 39: Individual Responses, Preference for Public Transportation, Washington State
No clear pattern was observed regarding a preference for or against additional public
transportation. This can happen when looking at data at a microscopic level. Therefore,
researchers considered how to better aggregate the information collected.
The researchers grouped responses by zip code. If the majority of the survey respondents indicated
a preference for additional provisions, the zip code area was shaded in green. If there was an even
split, it was shaded in yellow. If there was a preference towards not wanting additional provisions,
it was shaded in red. Figure 40 through Figure 51 show the results for 1) public transportation, 2)
bicycling, and 3) walking in Minnesota, Montana, Washington State, and Wisconsin.
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Figure 40: Spatial Preference for Public Transportation in Minnesota
Figure 40 shows that northeastern Minnesota would not have a preference for additional
transportation provisions. In contrast, the area just north of the Twin Cities metropolitan area that
borders western Wisconsin might be a good candidate area to investigate citizen interest in
additional public transportation.
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Figure 41: Spatial Preference for Bicycling in Minnesota
Similar to the findings for public transportation, northeastern Minnesota does not have an interest
in additional bicycling facilities (Figure 41). This result could reflect the topography, which could
make bicycling unappealing. Lake Superior’s north shore has steep cliffs with rocky terrain and
vast swaths of forest. In contrast, residents in the St. Cloud area (central Minnesota) would be
interested in additional bicycling infrastructure. The state should consider this in its planning for
bicycle facilities.
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Figure 42: Spatial Preference for Sidewalks in Minnesota
The northwestern part of Minnesota does not seem to be interested in additional sidewalks (Figure
42). This is a relatively rural part of the state, so it is not unexpected. Additionally, as was seen
for public transportation and bicycling, the North Shore (or far northeastern Minnesota) does not
seem to be interested in sidewalks. However, this result is only true for survey respondents near
Duluth, whereas for the public transportation and bicycling results, it was true in both the area near
Duluth and the area bordering Canada.
Overall, for the State of Minnesota, there seems to be more clearly defined areas where the majority
of survey respondents were not interested in additional active transportation provisions. Readers
should be cautious in drawing definitive conclusions based on these analyses. Rather, these results
provide recommendations on locations that might warrant further investigation by the DOT.
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Figure 43: Spatial Preference for Public Transportation in Montana
Figure 43 shows the results regarding survey respondents’ reported interest in additional public
transportation in Montana. It appears that the southeastern part of the state is not interested in
public transportation. In contrast, the Bozeman area seems to have an interest in additional public
transportation service.
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Figure 44: Spatial Preference for Bicycling in Montana
The results for bicycling are similar to the results for additional public transportation (Figure 44).
Interestingly, with regard to public transportation, the southeastern part of the state was somewhat
divided in that survey respondents from some zip codes were found to be equal in their preference
for or against public transportation. However, when it comes to bicycling provisions, that part of
Montana clearly indicated “No.” Another interesting result is related to Missoula. Most survey
respondents indicated a preference for not having additional bicycling provisions. This is of
particular interest because Adventure Cycling has its headquarters here (63).
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Figure 45: Spatial Preference for Sidewalks in Montana
The results related to additional sidewalks did not align with the other results. The northeastern
part of Montana did not have an interest in sidewalks (Figure 45). In addition, whereas Bozeman
survey respondents expressed interest in public transportation and bicycling, this was not true for
sidewalks. Billings, on the other hand, did show an interest in more sidewalks.
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Figure 46: Spatial Preference for Public Transportation in Washington State
The results for Washington State were significantly different than those for Minnesota and
Montana. In Washington State, there were three visible groupings with strong interest in additional
public transportation. In the previous two states, there were some areas of the state that clearly
showed no interest in public transportation, and only one location per state showing interest (Figure
46).
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Figure 47: Spatial Preference for Bicycling in Washington State
The results for bicycling were not as obvious (Figure 47). However, there appears to be some
interest in the southeast part of Washington State. The central part of the state does not show an
interest in additional bicycling provisions. The area radiating southwest from the Seattle core had
shown interest in public transportation; however, the same area shows seemingly no interest in
bicycling. This was similar to earlier results, in which survey respondents did not show interest in
active transportation (e.g. public transportation, bicycling and walking) as a whole. Instead, they
showed a preference for only one mode or maybe two.
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Figure 48: Spatial Preference for Sidewalks in Washington State
Some of the results for sidewalks are similar to those found for bicycling. The southwest area
radiating from the Seattle area that was not interested in bicycling was also not interested in
sidewalks (Figure 48). However, the zip codes that are near the northwest peninsula of
Washington State seem to have an interest in sidewalks. These areas might be expected to draw
more tourists; therefore, they could potentially see the value of sidewalks. In contrast, the eastern
part of the state, which is more rural, would appear not to have an interest in sidewalks, which
could be correlated to the lack of tourists.
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Figure 49: Spatial Preference for Public Transportation in Wisconsin
In Wisconsin, survey respondents from the north central part of the state did not show an interest
in public transportation (Figure 49). In contrast, those survey respondents who are located in the
northwestern part of the state, between the metropolitan areas of St. Paul/Minneapolis and Duluth
in Minnesota, seem to have an interest in public transportation. It could be that survey respondents
find value in having connectivity to these economic hubs.
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Figure 50: Spatial Preference for Bicycling in Wisconsin
The northern part of Wisconsin shows some interest in bicycling facilities (Figure 50). The
northern part of the state tends to attract more tourists; therefore, the interest in additional bicycling
facilities may reflect support for facilities that nurture tourism as an economic driver.
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Figure 51: Spatial Preference for Sidewalks in Wisconsin
In contrast to the findings for bicycles, the northern part of the state of Wisconsin does not seem
to have an interest in additional sidewalks (Figure 51). However, this could reflect the rural nature
of this part of the state.
5.7 Walkability Analysis
Survey respondents were asked to rate the walkability of where they currently live. Walk Score,
whose mission is to “promote walkable neighborhoods” (64), provides quantitative ratings based
on zip codes. Researchers wanted to understand how survey respondents’ rating of the walkability
of their environment compared to the Walk Score provided for that zip code. As such, for every
zip code, a Walk Score was deduced. The results of the Walk Score for a given location as
compared with a survey respondent’s categorization of the walkability of the same location is
presented in Figure 52.
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Figure 52: Walk Score vs. Survey Respondent’s Walkability Rating
In general, the results show that the Walk Score does not seem to correlate well with a survey
respondent’s assessment of the walkability of the same environment. If it had, as the rating
increased from 1 (poor walkability) to 5 (walkable environment), the data should have been
clustered around a point that increased as the walkability rating increased from 1 to 5. For
example, if the cluster for the rating of 1 had stopped at about 33, with very few points then after,
then this would have represented a low Walk Score, which would have correlated relatively well
with a low walkability rating by survey respondents. Then, if the cluster from about 33 to about
50 for number two had dominated, this would show a slight increase in Walk Score associated
with survey respondent walkability rating.
The researchers looked in more detail at the rate at which a Walk Score of zero was identified for
each category of survey respondent rating of walkability (Figure 53).
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Figure 53: Rate of Observing a Zero Walk Score vs. Survey Respondent’s Walkability
Rating
The results show that as expected, a low walkability rating by a survey respondent had a much
higher representation of a zero walk score rating. However, rather than continuing to decrease as
the survey respondent’s walkability rating increases, the rates of zero walk score are almost equal,
particularly for the 3, 4 and 5 walkability ratings. Therefore, either there are limitations associated
with the Walk Score, or survey respondents do not have accurate perceptions of the walkability of
the area in which they live.
5.8 Modeling
Two binary logit models (“models that consider two discrete outcomes” (65)) were developed: 1)
one which predicted the likelihood that a survey respondent would choose either “Yes” or
“Maybe” (e.g., if “Yes” or “Maybe” then 1; if “No” then 0) when asked whether or not they
anticipated moving within one year (Question 51), and 2) the second predicted whether or not a
survey respondent indicated that they used an automobile for travel in a typical week (e.g., if
automobile was chosen, then 1; if automobile was not chosen, then 0) (Question 35). The
following two sub-sections discuss these modeling results in detail.
5.8.1 Moving Within 1 Year
A total of 1,712 observations were modeled, in which survey respondents either indicated that they
1) were planning on moving within the year, 2) were maybe going to move within the year, 3)
were not planning on moving within the year, or 4) did not provide a response. (Note: Survey
respondents who were not asked this question were removed from the sample.) Researchers were
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interested in investigating characteristics that describe why a survey respondent may move, as
studies have asserted that Millennials prefer urban areas ( (19), (44)). Therefore, there was an
expectation that the data might show that Millennials living in rural areas would report moving.
Table 15 shows the model developed based on the data.
Table 15: Expectation for Moving within One Year
Variable

Estimate

Std. Error

z

Prob. |z|>Z*

Significance

Constant

-1.18420

0.15290

-7.75

0.0000 ***

MINN

-0.26635

0.12496

-2.13

0.0330 **

MONT

-0.30094

0.15870

-1.90

0.0579 *

MILL

1.16539

0.11891

9.80

0.0000 ***

-0.45310

0.11340

-4.00

0.0001 ***

0.25551

0.11544

2.21

0.0269 **

-0.29295

0.11315

-2.59

0.0096 ***

NOWALK
MSA
EMPLOYED

Number of Observations = 1,172
Log Likelihood = -984.22103
Restricted Log Likelihood = -1057.71390
Hosmer-Lemeshow Chi-Squared = 5.02050
Significance codes: 0’***’; 0.001’**’; 0.01’*’; 0.05’.’
The following is a discussion of the variables.
The model was originally tested with a variable for Washington State in the model. Therefore, all
of the state variables were tested against Wisconsin. However, the Washington State variable was
not statistically significant. Therefore, it would appear that when considering whether or not one
is planning on moving in the near future, survey respondents from Washington State and
Wisconsin have similar outlooks in the near future, where it would appear that they reported a
greater likelihood for moving. While the statistical significances are lower, Minnesota (MINN),
and more so Montana (MONT) survey respondents were less likely to indicate that they planned
on moving in the immediate future. This could either mean that these survey respondents are
content with their current living situation or it could mean that survey respondents do not envision
the possibility of moving – they could feel stuck.
NOWALK represents survey respondents who reported that they “Disagreed” or “Strongly
Disagreed” with the statement, “The area where I live is walkable (retail stores and restaurants are
within a comfortable walking distance).” The results indicate that survey respondents were less
likely to report the expectation of moving in the near future if they reported less walkable areas.
MSA represents metropolitan statistical areas (MSA). The results show that respondents who are
categorized as living within MSAs are more likely to move. The results of this model do not pick
up on whether or not survey respondents plan to move locally or a longer distance. However, one
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possibility is that survey respondents in MSAs may be more likely to move within the area as they
move from one rental unit to another.
The final variable, EMPLOYED, represents those survey respondents who indicated that they
currently hold a job. This variable might help explain why Millennials in urban areas remain in
urban areas. The results of this variable seem to imply that not having a job could increase the
propensity to move.

5.8.2 Automobile Use within an Average Week
Survey respondents were asked to identify the modes that they used in an average week (Question
35). One option identified to survey respondents was the automobile. The following model (Table
16) predicts the factors that influence a survey respondent to identify an automobile as a mode
used in an average week.
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Table 16: Automobile as a Mode Used in an Average Week
Variable
Constant

Estimate

Std. Error

z

Prob. |z|>Z*

Significance

-0.76499

0.78181

-0.98

0.94358

0.21847

4.32

0.0000 ***

-0.50528

0.16802

-3.01

0.0026 ***

SMAGE

0.52544

0.21056

2.50

0.0126 **

MOREJOBS

0.73412

0.32147

2.28

0.0224 **

AWORK

0.87105

0.20305

429

0.0000 ***

-0.47209

0.16250

-2.91

0.0037 ***

NOWALK

0.96886

0.17647

5.49

0.0000 ***

MORECAR

0.80248

0.21488

3.73

0.0002 ***

OWN

1.25873

0.18956

6.64

0.0000 ***

NEW

-0.51644

0.19163

-2.69

0.0070 ***

FREE

-0.45851

0.18584

-2.47

0.0136 **

MANY

0.70290

0.16528

4.25

0.0000 ***

WHITE

0.47354

0.17813

2.66

0.0079 ***

-0.70004

0.17808

-3.93

0.0001 ***

MONT
MSA

COST

LOWINC

0.3278

Number of Observations = 2,517
Log Likelihood = -606.95340
Restricted Log Likelihood = -774.07123
Hosmer-Lemeshow Chi-Squared = 28.08824
Significance codes: 0’***’; 0.001’**’; 0.01’*’; 0.05’.’
Three variables were included in the original model, so that all of the variables representing states
were compared with Wisconsin as the base case. However, with the exception of Montana
(MONT), which remains, all other state indicator variables were not statistically significant. In
fact, they were not even close to becoming statistically significant. The fact that the Montana
variable remains probably reflects both the rural nature of Montana, as discussed while looking at
other results, and the fact that compared with other states, congestion is still relatively infrequent.
Therefore, it makes sense that there is an increase in the likelihood of vehicle use by those in
Montana.
The variable that represented metropolitan statistical areas (MSA) was associated with a decrease
in a survey respondent choosing the automobile as one of the weekly modes. This result is
expected as those in MSAs can be expected to have more transportation choices.
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SMAGE represents the logarithm of the age of a survey respondent. As a survey respondent’s age
increases, he or she is more likely to identify the automobile as a mode chosen in a typical week.
This makes sense, as this would likely represent the Baby Boomers and other older generations,
who enjoyed the benefits of the automobile before the congestion that is seen today existed. These
generations have also been conditioned to use this mode, as obtaining a driver’s license was
significantly easier and cheaper than what young people experience today.
Survey respondents who indicated that they worked more than one job (MOREJOBS) were found
to be more likely to indicate that they used the automobile as one of the modes of transportation
used in an average week. This result is as expected because it is more likely that someone with
multiple jobs has less time to get from one job to another. It could also potentially indicate that
one works more jobs to afford an automobile, as the cost to own and operate an automobile is
expensive.
If survey respondents indicated that they preferred to use an automobile to get to work (AWORK),
then they were more than likely to identify an automobile as a mode they used in an average week.
As shown in a previous multi-variable analysis (See Section 5.4), survey respondents were not
required to, and they in fact did not necessarily choose only modes that they used in an average
week as their preferred mode. When looking at the results of preferred mode, the automobile was
chosen significantly more frequently as the preferred mode for work, but not for recreation or
school. Therefore, the data seems to show that the automobile is seen as the most dependable
mode to get to work, when travel time and on-time arrival are vitally important for retaining one’s
job.
Survey respondents who indicated that cost influenced the mode that they used to travel were less
likely to choose an automobile as a mode they used in an average week (COST). Therefore, it
seems that these survey respondents correlate the cost of a vehicle with travel.
Those who live in areas that they identified as less walkable (NOWALK) were more likely to
choose the automobile as a mode they use in an average week. This result is expected as the
automobile is likely the only mode choice available to these survey respondents in their area.
The more vehicles a survey respondent reported having in their household, the more likely the
survey respondent reported using an automobile as a mode used in an average week (MORECAR).
This result makes sense, as respondents would be likely to use a vehicle if they have access to it,
and having more vehicles in the household will likely give them more ability to use this mode if
they choose, as compared with households that either do not have vehicles or have many people
trying to use a single or fewer vehicles.
The variable with the largest coefficient was associated with vehicle ownership (OWN). Those
survey respondents who indicated that they owned a vehicle were more likely to indicate that they
used an automobile in an average week. This result makes sense because as mentioned previously,
if one is going to invest in the ownership and operating costs of a vehicle, that person will likely
want to make use of his or her investment.
Those who indicated that they liked new and different were less likely to choose the automobile
as a mode they used in an average week (NEW). This likely shows that people who may be
described as more open would be more likely to use modes in an average week that do not include
an automobile.
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Survey respondents who chose “Describes me very well” when asked to respond to “I value my
independence above all else.” were less likely to identify using an automobile in an average week
(FREE). This result was a bit unexpected, as an automobile is often seen as highly tied with being
independent. These results may represent the change in mindset that has become popular in
transportation where the car is being discussed as “auto-dependent” and public transportation is
described as “car free,” as is the case with transit advocates in the Twin Cities (e.g. St. Paul and
Minneapolis, MN) Metro Area. In addition, as shown in the results section, Baby Boomers agreed
with this statement most strongly; they also indicated using the automobile most frequently.
Therefore, it is interesting that this statement was associated with a negative. It could show that
the Baby Boomers who chose “Describes me very well” could be a subset that has different
viewpoints than the rest of their cohort.
Survey respondents who lived in households with more than two people were more likely to
identify the automobile as a mode used in an average week (MANY). It should be noted that a
variable representing the number of children in a household was not statistically significant.
Therefore, this variable does not seem to relate to the need to chauffeur children. Instead, it could
in part be representing households that share one vehicle.
Survey respondents who identified themselves as White/Caucasian were more likely to choose an
automobile as one of the modes they used in a weekly basis (WHITE). This would imply that
when compared with other races, those who categorize themselves as White/Caucasian typically
choose to use an automobile.
Survey respondents who indicated that they made less than $20,000 in a year were less likely to
identify an automobile as a mode they used in an average week (LOWINC). This likely reflects
the high costs associated with vehicle ownership.
5.9 Summary of Results
The following discusses the results of the survey as compared with findings from the literature
review.
5.9.1 Transportation Preferences
The literature and mainstream media have reported various levels of interest by Millennials in nonauto forms of transportation. The results of this study still show a strong preference or use of a
private automobile by the majority of survey respondents, more so in rural areas as compared with
urban areas (Figure 21, Figure 22, & Figure 23). Furthermore, when looking at the responses from
the rural survey respondents of Millennials and Baby Boomers, some of the most notable
differences can be seen when comparing the 1) carpool/vanpool, 2) bus, and 3) airplane categories.
Millennials report using carpool/vanpool and buses more often than Baby Boomers (Figure 21 &
Figure 23). More rural Baby Boomer survey respondents report using an airplane in a typical week
as compared with rural Millennials. Airplane travel is an expensive form of transportation.
Therefore, these results hint at some of the economic disparity between these two generations.
Overall, when compared with other generations, while Millennials do demonstrate the use of a
wider variety of modes, they still report preferring and making use of the private automobile most
often.
The study by the Vermont Transportation Board suggested that convenience and service hours of
public transportation were a barrier to greater use of public transportation by young people in
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Vermont (31). The results of this study also showed that the appeal of public transportation to
survey respondents and their reported opinion regarding public transportation getting them to
where they want to go in a reasonable amount of time showed room for improvement.
Regarding bicycling, it seemed as a whole as if there was less interest and support from survey
respondents. In general, Generation X had more of a preference for bicycling as compared with
both Millennials and Baby Boomers, particularly for utilitarian purposes. In addition, similar to
the results for public transportation, survey respondents did not indicate that being able to bike for
everyday transportation was a factor in where they chose to live.
Seventy-five and eighty-seven percent of urban and rural Millennials, respectively, indicated that
they preferred to use an automobile to travel to work. While generally consistent, this is greater
than the percentage reported by Lachman and Brett (2) (see Table 6). It contradicts what is asserted
by Goldberg (19), who suggested that Millennials have an interest in using public transportation
to get to work.
Poole (20) suggested that as Millennials enter the workforce, they will prefer an automobile to get
to work. The data collected for this study would support this conclusion, as the automobile was
clearly the preferred mode when going to work. For shopping and school trips, on the other hand,
it appeared that survey respondents were open to other modes. Furthermore, when asked about
car ownership, many Millennials reported the expectation of purchasing a vehicle in the next one
or two years.
Twenge (4) seemed to suggest that the younger generation’s interest in public transportation was
to create more opportunities for social interaction. However, from the open comment portion of
the survey, some Baby Boomer survey responses (see below) suggest that the younger generation
is not the only one with an interest in public transportation as an opportunity to socialize:
“We have no public transportation where I live, and it would be nice to have it to increase the
opportunity for visiting, shopping, traveling, and to meet other people.”
“It’s so I’ll be able to see a lot of people walking, and it won’t be lonesome.”
5.9.2 Higher Education & Student Debt
Student debt was suggested as a reason why Millennials are interested in public transportation.
One study reported that in 2006, 66% of individuals aged 35 or younger owed more than $10,000
in student loans; approximately 5% owed more than $100,000 (4). For the present study,
approximately 50% of urban Millennials and 40% of rural Millennials reported having student
loans. Compare this with about 40% and 37% of urban and rural Generation X survey respondents
that had student loans. Therefore, Millennials have more survey respondents reporting loans,
particularly in the urban areas. When looking at the largest category of student debt, Generation
X had a greater percentage of survey respondents reporting $75,000 or more in student loans when
compared with Millennials. Moreover, the percentage for both urban and rural Generation X
survey respondents was approximately equal at around 5%. So, while Millennials have a higher
percentage of survey respondents reporting that they have student loans, it seems that Generation
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X has a higher percentage of survey respondents that are reporting student loans with high
balances. One possible explanation for the difference is that more Millennial survey respondents
reported that they are still in college, where they can potentially incur more student debt as they
work to complete their degree. Generation X could have also accrued more debt pursing degrees
beyond a Bachelor’s Degree. Having a substantial level of student debt can influence how one
chooses to get around. Generation X could also still be recovering from the Recession, which may
have limited their job prospects. In addition, they may have worked at jobs in which the pay would
have been lower than anticipated in stronger economic periods.
The Nielsen Company (15) reported that 23% of Millennials have a Bachelor’s Degree. It is
unclear if this includes Millennials that are pursuing or have completed degrees beyond a
Bachelor’s. If it includes only the former, our data supports this result. If this is the information
used to indicate that Millennials are attaining a higher level of education, then the researchers
would support this conclusion. However, when compared with other generations, the data
collected for this study seems to conclude that Millennials are less educated than the older
generations (Figure 12). Overall, the researchers for this study conclude that when a more rural
sample of Millennials is incorporated into the analysis, Millennials are not as highly educated as
purported in the media.
5.9.3 Technology
The most frequently used social media as reported by survey respondents was Facebook.
Approximately seventy-one percent of urban Millennials used Facebook, with about ten percent
less rural Millennials reporting using Facebook. Therefore, this study shows that a slightly smaller
percentage of Millennials use social media than what was reported in the literature (51). The
results were different for Generation X, where more rural Generation X survey respondents
reported using Facebook as compared with urban Generation X. In addition, a difference was
found between the social media use in rural as compared with urban areas, although greater use
was found to switch when comparing the Millennials with Generation X.
Millennials and Generation X were found to report significant differences in their interest in being
connected to the internet when compared with Baby Boomers. Furthermore, urban Millennials
indicated a stronger preference of staying connected to the internet as compared with their rural
counterparts. Therefore, these results seem to agree with what is reported in the literature;
however, it also shows that there is a difference between urban and rural Millennials. Again, this
could reflect the challenges with cell phone reception in rural environments.
When asked about their valuation of having products with the latest technology, Millennials
reported valuing this more as compared with Generation X and Baby Boomers. Therefore, this
would imply that Millennials, who have been described as “techno-travelers” (8), see technology
as being integral in their lives.
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5.9.4 Living Situation & Location
Having transportation options was reported by almost two thirds of Millennials in one article (16)
as ranking within one of their top three concerns when considering where to live and another study
identified “efficient transportation” as the number one factor in choosing where one lives (19). In
this survey when Millennials were asked whether public transportation and facilities to support
everyday bicycling influenced where they lived, the results did not seem to support this conclusion
(See Section 5.2.4 and Section 5.2.5). The question on the survey for this research was not the
same as that in the other studies, which could potentially explain the difference. However, the
dissimilarity could also be explained by the difference between stated preference and actual
behavior.
When asked about their living situation, it appears from the almost equal percentage of Millennial
survey respondents indicating that they lived in two, three and four person households that many
Millennials are either living with family or roommates. Since approximately fifty percent of
Millennial survey respondents indicated that they do not live in households with children, not all
of these two, three and four person households can be attributed to households with children.
Moreover, thirty-five percent of survey respondents did indicate that they are living with family
or living with roommates. In addition, living with roommates was found to be reported by more
survey respondents in urban areas as compared with rural areas. Therefore, again, rural and urban
residents can be expected to travel differently.
The literature reported that forty-percent of Millennials reported an interest in living in an urban
area in the future. However, the results showed that urban survey respondents were more likely
to report an expectation to move as compared with rural survey respondents. Researchers and
stakeholders in this study suggest that this could represent those moving within the urban area that
they currently occupy, rather than a move from one area to another. Therefore, this sentiment,
while it cannot be directly compared, does not seem to be supported by these survey results.
Overall, generations appeared relatively consistent in their valuation of local/authentic
experiences. The literature talked about community character as being an important trait for
Millennials (2). However, our results imply that the valuation of a local/authentic community does
not seem to differ much across generations.
Millennials are purported to desire “new urbanism,” “smart growth,” or “transit orientated”
communities. A significant component of these types of communities is that they are walkable.
Therefore, while not directly comparable, researchers can obtain an impression of whether or not
Millennials in the survey for this research study might be concluded to desire such types of
community. When asked about their current environment, most survey respondents reported that
their environments were not walkable, regardless of generation. However, Millennials had the
greatest percentage of survey respondents reporting that their environment was walkable. Those
that did not report that their environments are walkable could potentially desire to move to more
walkable areas. It is difficult to conclude from the questions that were asked whether or not this is
the case. It is interesting to note, however, that public transportation and walking were valued
above bicycling, considering only active transportation modes. Therefore, it would seem that if
better service was provided by public transportation in an area where it could be viewed as
accessed safely, that some might have a preference for those types of communities. On the flip
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side, when asked whether or not they were in favor of additional public transportation, bicycling
or walking provisions, many survey respondents in rural areas often expresses the sentiment that
it just did not fit into the rural nature of the community in which they lived. Therefore, it would
seem that more specific questions about these types of environments, such as conducted through
focus groups, would be needed to draw better conclusions regarding peoples like or dislikes for
these types of communities.
5.9.5 Other Lifestyle Travel Influences
Millennials reported the greatest sensitivity to price impacting how they traveled. Therefore, as
suggested in literature, cost does seem to be a factor that influences Millennials to use public
transportation.
The literature also suggested that Millennials are making use of public transportation out of
concern for the environment. Survey respondents to this study showed that Millennials reported
expressing concern for the environment to a greater degree as compared with other generations.
However, other studies have suggested that a concern for the environment is often associated with
youth. Therefore, as the Millennials age, this difference could be negligible.
The literature indicated that 37% of “young people” were out of work or underemployed.
Therefore, the age span could extend beyond what was used to define Millennials for this study.
Dependent upon the area type, as few as 11% and as many as 17% of Millennials reported being
unemployed. This does not include those Millennials who are underemployed.
Twenge (4) reported that GenMe, which according to our definition encompasses some of
Generation X, is self-reliant and independent. When asked about their valuation of independence,
approximately 5% more of Baby Boomer survey respondents as compared with Millennial survey
respondents reported valuing independence. Considering only urban and rural Millennials, rural
Millennials reported valuing independence to a greater degree. In contrast, urban Baby Boomers
reported valuing independence more than rural Baby Boomers. Therefore, keeping in mind that
the question was not posed in the exact same manner, the result from this study would suggest that
Millennials may not be as independent as suggested by some. The authors would also suggest this
to be the case as it would contradict another trait that is often associated with Millennials, that they
are the social generation.
Overall, while in some cases, urban and rural Millennials showed common viewpoints, many
times, these two categories differed. As a whole, while Millennials show more of an interest in
alternative modes of transportation as compared to the older generational cohorts, particularly the
Baby Boomers, there were still a large percentage of Millennials reporting a preference for the
automobile. Considering the implications for the future, where the present mode shift has resulted
in lots of discussion and research, what kind of impact could Generation Z have on transportation
if they adopted non-auto modes to an even greater degree than the Millennials?
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CHAPTER 6:
CONCLUSIONS
The primary objective of this research was to determine if Millennials in small urban and rural
communities have the same mobility mindset as those in large, urban areas. After reviewing the
available literature and deploying a survey that looks at Millennials’ stated preference as compared
with other generational cohorts, albeit at a different phase in their life, the researchers conclude
that, as a whole, Millennials in small urban and rural communities do not have the same mobility
mindset as those in large, urban areas. Table 17 presents a summary of the points discussed.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Table 17: Mobility Mindset of Urban and Rural Millennials, Summary
Mobility Mindset of Urban Millennials
Mobility Mindset of Rural Millennials
Higher level of educational attainment
• More typical to have a high school
diploma or Associate’s Degree
Greater number of student loans, with
higher values
• Lower number of student loans, with
lower values
Higher percentage of annual income
earners greater than $150,000
• Higher percentage of annual income
earners less than $20,000
More of a preference for a smartphone
• Slightly lower preference for a
More multi-modal for average weekly
smartphone
reported travel
• More mono-modal for average weekly
Students, tended to attend in person and
reported travel
lived near their institution
•
Students, tended to make use of online
Slightly higher percentage of
offerings
employment
•
Slightly lower percentage of employment
Fewer jobs
• More jobs
More reported valuation of quality over
price
• Slightly less valuation of quality over
price
More likely to move
• Slightly less likely to move

When looking at the results by state, Washington and Minnesota seem to exhibit more similarities
as they both have a large urban area (e.g., Seattle and St. Paul-Minneapolis). Montana, in contrast,
has many differences that seem to be related to its rural nature. Wisconsin seems to be somewhere
in between.
From this survey, the Millennial generation does not appear to be more educated than other
generations. Furthermore, it seems that urban Millennials tend to report a higher level of
educational attainment as compared with rural Millennials, which would likely contribute to a
different mobility mindset. More rural Millennials reported attaining a high school diploma/GED
or an Associate’s Degree, whereas more urban Millennials reported attaining a Bachelor’s Degree,
Master’s Degree or Doctoral Degree.
About 10 percent more rural Millennials reported not having any student loans as compared with
urban Millennials. Of those who reported student loans, rural Millennials tended to report smaller
amounts of student loans when compared with urban Millennials. Not having to pay off student
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loans on a monthly basis would potentially allow rural Millennials to have more discretionary
income that could potentially be put toward the purchase of, say for example, a private vehicle.
Yet, if survey respondents took out a student loan to start school but did not finish their education,
they might instead have the same amount of income combined with more debt, thereby limiting
their discretionary income.
More rural Millennial survey respondents than any other category reported earning less than
$20,000, the majority of whom live in Montana or Washington. It would be expected that these
individuals would have limited mobility options and limited discretionary income, which can be
expected to impact their mobility mindset.
The use of a smartphone for travel information was preferred by Millennials and Generation X to
a greater degree than the Baby Boomers. Baby Boomers most preferred a desktop or laptop for
travel information. However, whereas urban Millennials and urban Generation X survey
respondents reported using the smartphone for travel information more than their rural
counterparts, rural Baby Boomers indicated a greater use of the smartphone for travel information
when compared with urban Baby Boomers.
The automobile was still reported by the largest percentage of survey respondents as a mode used
in a typical week. However, this is not surprising considering that the transportation network is
designed with the automobile in mind. Millennials, compared with other generations, reported
using a wider variety of transportation modes in a typical week. Furthermore, for every generation,
there typically tended to be a wider variety of transportation modes used by urban survey
respondents when compared with their rural survey respondents.
The preferred mode to work identified by most survey respondents across generations and for both
urban and rural was the automobile. The results for trips to school and for recreation were
different, particularly for the Millennial generation. One of the most notable variations was that
20 percent fewer urban as compared with rural Millennial survey respondents reported preferring
the automobile to travel to school. Bus and walking were the two other more frequently preferred
modes by urban Millennials. Generation X had only about a 15 percent difference between their
urban and rural cohorts regarding the preference for using an automobile to travel to school. More
interesting is that a larger percentage of urban Generation X survey respondents reported preferring
to use the bus. A little under 10 percent of Generation X rural survey respondents reported
preferring to use a bicycle to travel to school. The results for recreational trips were more consistent
with those for work-related trips.
More rural survey respondents (Millennials and Generation X) reported being online students as
compared with urban survey respondents. Furthermore, rural Millennial survey respondents
tended to indicate that they lived a medium distance away from their educational institution,
whereas urban Millennial survey respondents often reported living in relatively close proximity.
More urban Millennial survey respondents reported being employed than rural Millennial survey
respondents; however, approximately the same percentage of Millennials in urban and rural areas
reported being unemployed. The difference between urban and rural employed Millennials can
likely be attributed to those who are stay-at-home parents. (Note: A larger percentage of survey
respondents were female.) Of those employed, more rural Millennials reported working more than
one job as compared with their urban counterparts, possibly explaining the need for travel by
automobile, especially considering that in rural areas public transportation typically runs less
frequently and covers a more limited area.
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By far, Facebook was the most frequently used social media. Millennials reported making the
most frequent use of Facebook when compared with Generation X and Baby Boomers. For the
Millennial generation, those in rural areas reported using Facebook less than those in urban areas.
The Baby Boomer generation survey respondents showed a similar pattern. In contrast, rural
Generation X survey respondents reported using Facebook more than their urban counterparts.
More Millennials reported preferring to stay connected to the Internet than Generation X and Baby
Boomers. In addition, more urban Millennials reported that this was important than rural
Millennials.
Millennials reported that cost influenced their transportation choices more so than Generation X
and Baby Boomers.
Not many survey respondents indicated that they felt where they live is walkable. However, of all
of the generations, a greater percentage of Millennials reported living in a walkable area. This
could show that as Millennials continue to have more options regarding where they live as they
move into more stable periods of employment, they may continue to search out walkable areas.
Survey respondents were asked about their vehicle ownership status. Many more Millennials
reported having regular access to someone else’s vehicle or having plans to purchase a vehicle in
the future. Therefore, this would imply that while many Millennials may not be able to afford a
vehicle now, they intend to buy one in the future. This would discount the assertion that
Millennials “prefer” public transportation. There is also an indication, based on a greater
percentage of rural Millennials indicating that they have plans to purchase a vehicle that rural
Millennials rely on a vehicle more as compared with urban Millennials.
Millennials reported valuing quality over price more so than other generations. Urban Millennials
reported valuing quality over price more so than rural Millennials.
Somewhat surprising, more urban survey respondents reported the expectation of moving as
compared with their rural counterparts. However, this can likely be explained by urbanites moving
to a better apartment, moving into their own apartment, changing roommates, getting married, or
buying a home.
As discussed above, for the most part, there were clear differences between urban and rural
Millennials with respect to educational attainment, student loans, income, use of technology and
their expectation for moving. In addition, other generational cohorts demonstrated differences
between those residing in urban areas as compared with those residing in rural areas. However,
while these differences would seem to imply that alternative options for transportation are not as
viable in rural areas as compared with urban areas, the fact that rural Millennial survey respondents
reported households with zero vehicles across all area types and that rural Generation X survey
respondents had a higher percentage reporting that they preferred a bicycle to travel to school than
their urban counterparts suggests that there are opportunities to provide alternatives that people
will make use of in rural environments. Furthermore, with a higher number of households in rural
areas reporting an annual income of less than $20,000, which likely limits their transportation
options, there is clearly a need to consider how to allow these households to access healthcare,
education and employment. Yet, as identified in many of the open-ended responses regarding why
a survey respondent felt that additional public transportation, bicycling, and walking facilities or
provisions were or were not needed, the context of the application must be seriously considered.
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CHAPTER 7:
FUTURE WORK
While this study began the work to uncover an understanding of Millennial wants and needs in
rural and small urban areas, there are many research questions that are unanswered. For example,
at the beginning of the project, many state DOTs acknowledged that they would like a better
understanding of transportation wants and needs of Millennials residing in tribal areas. While
some survey respondents reported being Native American, a study focusing specifically on this
race would likely help to better understand their needs.
With regard to car travel, the results do not provide a clear understanding if the respondents who
own a car can afford to fill up the gas tank. Respondents were also not asked whether or not they
had a driver’s license. Therefore, while the study provided valuable information regarding
Millennials’ preference to own a car in the future, there are still more questions to ask about vehicle
ownership and use.
Only Millennials eighteen and older were included in this study for several reasons. However, as
discussed in the findings of the Literature Review, there are differences between the older and
younger individuals within the generational cohort. It is possible that younger individuals (ages
15-17) may report differences as they face the world on their own. Consequently, performing
research once those within this age group turn eighteen would be valuable.
Car sharing, Uber, NiceRide (bike share in the Twin Cities Metro Area) are popular with
Millennials in the Twin Cities Metro Area. These services are growing in the smaller urban areas.
A future research project could look at how the availability of these services may influence
Millennial relocation to that area.
The results of this study are drawn from data collected in Minnesota, Montana, Washington, and
Wisconsin. It is well documented that there are differences between states regarding mobility
preferences. As such, future studies should try to collect data from additional regions (i.e., south
and east) to further build on the knowledge regarding transportation preferences. For example,
while Minnesota, Montana, Washington State, and Wisconsin survey respondents indicated
infrequently utilizing DOT social media, other states, may have different results. For example, it
would be interesting to look at New York, which may have enticed users to join DOT social media
to receive notifications during extreme weather events like Hurricane Sandy.
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APPENDIX A:
SURVEY INSTRUMENT

The following presents the survey questions as viewed by survey respondents.
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APPENDIX B:
SSI’S SAMPLING METHOD

The following pages provided information regarding SSI’s sampling method.
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